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PREFACE
The identification of church growth principles--universal precepts
which govern the process of growth--is the central focus of investigation
for the church growth discipline.

Although volumes on the subject of

church growth are relatively numerous, there is, nonetheless, a need for an
authoritative presentation of church growth pri?ciples accepted by a
majority of leaders within the discipline.

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
The immediate obstacle to such a presentation of church growth
principles is the lack of agreement between church growth exponents as to
just what church growth principles are.

In other words the problem for

the church growth discipline is not merely a matter of determining which
principles are the most important, rather the problem still centers about
that foundational step of identifying the principles.
the area of focus for this paper:

And this, then, is

What are the church growth principles?

The answer to this question is, unfortunately; beyond the reach'of
this Writer.

It is simply toobroad a question and would involve capacities

and resources not available for this research paper.

Consequently, it is

necessary to limit the question in such a fashion that it becomes answerable
through the application of the "tools" available to this writer.

Although

it is impossible for this writer to initiate sufficient research on a
world-wide basis to determine "universal precepts which govern the process
of church growth," it is possible to attempt such a task within a local
church setting.

In other words the problem for resolution becomes the
iii

identification of the church growth principles utilized for growth by a
specific--as opposed to the universal--church.
It is assumed, then, that there is (or at least should be) a
relationship between the identfiable principles of growth in· use on the
local church level and those "absolute" principles which are the ultimate
concern of the church growth discipline.

And from this assumption comes

the need of selecting an approprate church which will serve as the field
of research.
The Wenatchee Free Methodist Church was selected as

11 the

appropriate

church" in which to do the research for this paper as a result of the
consideration of three factors.

First, this church has a demonstrated

growth profile under its present leadership--Sunday morning attendace has
increased from slightly less than two hundred-fifty in 1972 to five hundred
by mid-1979.

And the number of conversions per calendar year rose frem

under fjfty in 1972 to one hundred eighty-three in 1979.

In addition.the

church is preserving its increases through a membership which continually
runs at ninety percent of the morning worship attencance.
Second, the church .has a high Visibility as an exponent of church
growth principles through the medium of the Church Leadership Seminar which
it hosts twice yearly.

These seminars are conducted by the church staff

itself, and the fact of their leadership in this area establishes them as
logical choices for interview on the topic of church growth •
.~d third, this

~ter

has contact with the Wenatchee Free Metho-

dist. Church leadership through attendance of their seminar, participation
in the church growth class they taught at Western Evangelical Seminary,
and through personal acquaintance with Steve Delamarter, one of the staff
members.

These three things taken together form the rationale for the
iv

selection of the 1rVenatchee Free Methodist Church as the field of research.

SCOPE AND LIMITATION
The problem under research in this paper is the ultimate identity
of the church growth principles.

However, as a result of considerations

detailed in the preceding section of this paper's preface, the scope of
investigation is deliberately limited to a study of the church growth principles utilized by the present leadership of the Wenatchee Free Methodist
Church.

This, then, is the first limitation imposed upon the "horizon"

of this paper's investigation.
The second is the restriction imposed by methodology.

The results

are of necessity limited by the investigative procedure, and unfortunately
there is not an

11

absolute 1'--in the sense of certainty of results--research

technique available through which the restriction of methodology can be
eliminated •
Common church growth investigative procedures include Scripture
analysis, the evaluation of appropriate statistical data (including socioeconomic considerations as well as church attendance/membership trends),
and the interpretation of the actions and articulations of church leaders.
The latter procedure (the interpretation of actions and articulations) is
normally accomplished through either observation, personal interview,
questionnaire, or some combination of these techniques.

Arxi this-writer

believes that a combination of these three techniques (observation, personal interview, and questionnaire) is the most appropriate methodology
for this paper's research.
The very nature of the question which. prompts .. the research seems
to call for

thes~

three techniques.

Obviously, the most direct method of
v

determining the church growth principles utilized by the h'enatchee Free
Methodist Church is to observe what's being done and then to ask appropriate
questions.

This is on · the surface a relatively simple process, but it is

also a process which invites error through the
ignorance.

11

human 11 element of bias and

And this human element (both survey respondent and researcher

are subject-· to their own prejudices a.s well as their limitations in terms
of knowledge) is the primary limitation upon this paper's findings in terms
or the methodology utilized for research.
The third overall limitation on this paper is that of theological
position.

Whereas matters of bias are often unconscious in nature, a choice

of theological position is a. consciously imposed c.hoic:e serving as a .f.il ter
through which one ac:eepts and rejects data. It is this volitional aspect
of one's choice of theological position which tends to make it even more
limiting than matters of unconscious bias.· Matters of unconscious bias can
be compensated for by the inclusion of the perspective of other researchers;
matters of conscious bias tend to deliberately reject such perspective.
Even though theological position (a matter of conscious bias) brings
with it a tendency to reject perspective, it is, nonetheless, both useful
and necessary.

A choice of theological position is useful in that it

allows one to quickly identify unusable data, and as a result,.· to concen•
And a choice of theological position

trate on significant areas of study.

is necessary in that it is impossible to be totally objective--everyone
comes to terms with their relationship (or lack of it) with God through
the background of their own life experience.

Consequently, whether the

researcher is willing to admit it or not, he brings to bare upon the
subject of his investigation the limitation of his own presuppositions.
This writer admits the help/hindrance of his own theological
vi

position.

It is appropriate at this point to discuss how this theological

position interacts with a study of church growth principles.
THEOLOGICAL POSITION
This writer comes from--and embraces--a Wesleyan-Arminian view of
Christian faith.

The essentials of this position are briefly presented in

chapter three of this paper, but at this point it is worth detailing some
personal adaptations of this position.
First, this writer sees the major purpose of God as revealed in
Scripture as redemptive love.

In other words the Bible is seen as a

detailing of God's involvement (and man's response) in the salvation of
the race of Adam.

Certainly, other themes are found in Scripture--the

glory of God, the guidelines necessary for godly life, the history and
future of creation--but the overarching thematic presentation of. the Bible
itself must be seen in terms of its presentation of the need, the accomplishment, and the result of the Atonement.

And as a result every believer

is intimately involved in the salvation process accomplished through Jesus
Christ.
Church

This wri'ter b:el:ieves, then, tha:t the primary emphasis of the
must be seen in terms of its participation in the fulfil.L'IIent of

the Great Commission.
This introduces the second facet of this writer's position which_
is the view taken concerning the CoiTmuni ty. of Christian belieiters (capitals
are used throughout this paper to indicate the
the

11

11

absolute 11 as opposed to

local'l manifestation of the term under considerationJ.
This writer emb rae es the cone epts pres ented by Howard A. Snyder

in his work entitled The Community of the King (see endnote sixty-four of
this paper).

Consequently, Kingdom growth. is not seen as the progressive

Vii

social realization of a better world through the expenditure of human effort.
Rather, Kingdom growth is taken to refer to that process through which the
Community of believers increases both numerically and qualitatively (qualitrtively in the sense of commitment/relationship to Christ).

And this

increase results from the operation of the Holy Spirit both in and through
the local community of believers.

In other words Community growth results

from community growth; and Kingdom growth results from kingdom growth.

The

effective operation of the local church is seen, then, as necessary to the
goal of both church growth and-.;..in· the absolute sense--Church growth.
THE MATTER OF TECHNIQUE

These adaptations of theological position have a significant impact
upon the implementation of research methodology. in tenus of the specific
techniques utilized and the interpretation of the results obtained through
the techniques.

For instance, it is assumed that church growth principles

are interdependent, and that this interdepende."lcy allows an organized
presentation of church growth maxims as in a geometrical presentation of
a formal proof.

The choice of the word

11 axiomatic 11

in the title of this

research paper (the title is "Axiomatic Church Growth") is especially
appropriate, then, in consideration of the research techniques utilized.
The thrust of this paper's research is to ascertain what the
leadership of the Wenatchee Free Methodist Church identifies as church
growth principles.

This is accomplished through a questionnaire/interView/

observation format with the results-interpreted in terms of this writer's
experience/bias/knowledge of th~ church growth discipline.
the principles derived are appropriately clai.med as
as

11

self-evident. 11

11

Consequently,

axi.omatic"--that is,

In other -words· the derived principles are not proved
Viii

by the research undertaken; rather, they are identifioo and then held out
as authoritative statements.
This approach is not without support, however.

It should be noted

that one of the unique contributions of the church growth discipline is its
emphasis upon pragmatics:
actually work.

Church growth principles must be principles that

The thrust of this paper is in the same vein:

The principles

are presented because they work (or at least the leadership of a church
experiencing growth claim they work).
The effort to identify the principles could easily degenerate to
subjective bias on the part of the researcher without appropriate effort to
safeguard against this danger.

Consequently, this writer developed a

nineteen page questionnaire (see Appendix One of~ this paper) which was
comprised of interrogatives calling upon the Wenatchee Free Methodist Church
leadership to rate statements about church growth.

Inaddition questions

were asked which called upon the respondents to list in their own words
what they considered to be church growth principles.
The questionnaire 1 s emphasis on interrogatives which require a
numerical rating helps to eliminate misinterpretation on the part of this
wri. ter.

And the rating system also fasci]j_ tateS the accumulation and

analysis of a large number of questions over a var:i. ety of church growth
factors.
The selection of specific questions for the questionnaire resulted
from suggestions made by Professor John Sills and Dr. Gerald Dillon (both
professors at Western Evangelical Seminary), as well as from ideas taken
from the writings listed in this paper 1 s bibliography.

It is believed

that this approach allowed for a sufficiently broad spectrum of input to
minimize the presence of research bias on the part of this paper• s author.
ix

OTHER AREAS

Again, the main thrust of this research is to identify the church
growth principles which are utilized by the Wenatchee Free Methodist Church
for growth.

In addition to the matter of identifying principles, however,

several other areas of interest arise which are connected with the process
of church growth.
For instance the matter of principle identification leads to the
question of how these principles can be effectively implemented for growth?
Is it necessary to be a charismatic leader in order to make these principles
operate?

What are the necessary qualities of leadership to catalyze a

church into growth; can anyone exhibit these qualities?

And what about

spiritual gifts--are they necessary in order to bring about church growth?
And finally is Pastor George N. Delamarter--the Wenatchee Free Methodist
Church senior pastor--uniquely necessary for the en/ going growth of his
church?
These questions are dealt with as they surface within the context
of principle identification.

Accordingly, the first two chapters of this

paper report the principles derived from an analysis of responses by the
staff on this topic, and the next six chapters (chapters three through
eight) present these principles in an expanded and loosely interdependent
form.

The final chapter--chapter nine--formally presents the questions

mentioned in the preceding paragraph along with brief answers to each.
The pages which follow, then, present the consolidation of this
writer 1 s question stimulated investigation and analysis.

And to the

extent that they accurately suinmarize and systematize the principles in
operation at the Wenatchee Free Methodist Church, to that extent this paper
is truly a presentation of axiomatic church growth principles.
X
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Chapter 1
A Su'RVEY OF THE PRINCIPLES IN USE
It is necessary to identify the church growth principles in use
at the 1-tenatchee Free Hethodist Church in order to speak meaningfully
of their impact upon the overall growth rate.

And yet this objective

is obstructed by the fact that there is not at this time a unified,
universally agreed upon presentation of church growth principles from
within the church growth movement itself against which the practices at
the Wenatchee Free Nethodist Church can be compared.

At best there are

lists available from authorities within the discipline, these more or
1
less coinciding on some points.
The lack of a clear standard which represents the church grm,rth
principles mandates, then, an approach which draws forth the principles
in use at the Wenatchee Free Methodist Church from a standpoint that is
more subjectively based in the opinions of its leadership than objectively based in

11

absolute 11 standards.

This "need 11 is the rationale

behind the nineteen page "Survey of Church Growth Factors at the Henatchee Free Hethodist Church, rr the primary investigative too 1 used in
2
Although the survey dreH subjective responses
this writer 1 s research.
from the Wenatchee Free Methodist Church staff, reasonable effort was
expended in designing the questionnaire so that it v.'Ould provide optimal
qualitative data in a qu~~titatively refinable form. 3 To the degree
that this effort was successful the results reported in the section which
follows accurately reflects the 'iJenatchee Free Methodist Church staff
in their understanding of church growth principles.
1

2
P"5UNCIPI.ZS DERIVED FR.m'I FREE SELECTION
Section I:1 of the questionnaire calls upon the staff to identify the five most important church growth principles in use at the
Wenatchee Free Hethodist Church.
present in his

o~~

This allowee each staff me.rnber to

words the concepts which he considered most important.

Consequently, a variety of terminology appeared in the staff responses;
a unity of thought was easily discernable, however, and the

follo~,'ing

postulation received the greatest support.
First, the Wenatchee Free Methodist Church's growth is a result
of its leadership's commitment to fulfilling the Great Commission through
evangelism and discipleship.
statement of purpose:
lifting them,
Christ,

1'

This commitment is reflected in the church

"Making Christ kno-wn to all persons;

loving them,

w~nning

the.rn, discipling them, presenting them whole in
4
;.,rhich is in itself a paraphrase of Hatthew 28:18..20.

Second, the growth comes as a result of the church leadership's
determination to order priori ties in accord with its stated purpose.
The staff as a whole is keenly involved in the time management approach
of Engstrom and Dayton which emphasizes the

alignment of goals, prior-

ities, and plans with a clearly defined statement of purpose. 5
Third, the church's leadership philosophy emphasizes a needsoriented-ministry.

In other words ministry programs are geared to

meeting the perceived needs of the people who are being won and who are
being discipled.

As Bob Schuller put it:

11

Find a·need and fill it!".

6

Fourth, growth is dependent upon the coordinated efforts of an
adequate multiple staff.

There is, however, a question inherent within

this assertion, and that is

11

does growth mandate multiple staff, or does

multiple staff bring about church growth?"

This question is dealt with

J
more thoroughly in the section of this paper dealing with the staff
principle (pp. 88-91), but for now it is sufficient to note that the
Henatchee Free Hethodist Church leadership believes that adequate,
coordinated multiple staff is a cause of growth.
Fifth, the quality of leadership has a major
grot.;th.

L~pact

upon church

The identity of the necessary quality for g-rot-lth depends upon

the individual respondent, but certain terms were emphasized in the
staff's answers.

These were "Visionary, Spirit filled, and vigorous."

Such concepts tend to be hard to tie down, and yet one of the crucial
questions--Is the growth at the \ienatchee Free Hethodist Church dependent
upon the unique contri.butions of Pastor George N. Delamarter?--hinges
upon the answer.

This matter is considered in greater detail in the

section of this paper delineating the catalyst principle (pp. 59-65) as
well as in

th~

section which addresses two church growth issues (pp. 102).

Sixth, effective communication, especially between staff members
who must integrate work effort, is a crucial church growth determinative.
This matter is not only one of the staff's postulated church

grow~h

principles, but it is also one of the problem areas which they identified as needing resolution (see pp. 28-29).
staff size brings

w~th

Obviously an increase in

it proportionate difficulty in maintaining

intimate staff interaction, and this explains at least superficially
how a church

gro~~h

principle generates church growth hindrances.

The seventh and final principle identified by the staff in this
section asserts that a loving/accepting fellowship contributes signific~~tly

to a church's capacity for growth.

Again, this is a factor

delineated in the Wenatchee Free Hethodist Church's statement of purpose

4

where it appears as the first of five participial modifiers utilized in
describing the main action phrase "making Christ known to all persons. 11
For the ivenatchee Free Hethodist Church leadership, then, church growth
is a process which manifests Christ to people through redemptive love-love which reaches out to individuals, accepts them as worthy of love,
and then confronts them

1vi th

the claims of Christ for their lives.

The

seven concepts detailed in the preceding pages are the initial candidates
for ultimate codification as church growth principles.

In the section

which follows additional light is shed on the ultimate identity of these
principles through an expanded selection process

~nthin

the questionnaire

itself.
PRINCIPLES DERIVED FROM STATBMENT RATINGS
The matter of the ultimate identity of the church growth principles in use at the Wenatchee Free Methodist Church is the central
concern for this paper.

As such it is intimately related to the contin-

ual exhortation of Pastor George N. Delamarter during the Church Grovnh
Leadership Seminar to

11

write the program down in pencil, but write the

principles down in ink. 11

This suggests the essential primacy of prin-

ciples (broad, general truths with more or less universal application)
over program (the particular series of action steps uniquely utilized to
apply the principles to the specific demands of the given situation)
Hhich is one of the axiomatic presuppositions underlying the Wenatchee
Free Methodist Church's approach to church growth.

Unfortunately,

however, the principles are not clearly delineated in the Church Growth
Leadership Seminar, and this writer came away from the sessions yearning
for a structured presentation of

11

just what those principles are."

5
Additional input was given in this area through the two >.;eek
class on church gro'trth taught by the entire \{enatchee Free Methodist
Church sta.ff during the \'>[estern Evangelical Seminary S'lllTliller session of

1979.

Through discussion with the staff, Church Growth Leadership Sem-

inar attendance, and participation in the church growth class this
writer compiled a list of statements about church growth which the staff
might consider "principles. 11

The list grer,.; through the inclusion of

concepts taken from the material detailed in this paper's bibliography,
and the refined "principles" were presented to the staff for their
evaluation in the survey. 7 As a result the staff rated twenty-four
statements in terms of their significance in accounting for the church
growth pattern at the lvenatchee Free Methodist Church.

In addition the

survey respondents selected the five statements which they felt exerted
the greatest impact on the church's overall growth rate.
It is noteworthy that the staff rated nineteen of the twentyfour statements significant in accounting for church growth at the
Wenatchee Free Methodist Church.
as

11 nine 11

And of these nineteen, six are rated

or higher (on a scale of one to ten), nine are rated between

"eight11 and "eight point nine," and four are rated between

11

seven 11 and

"seven point nine. 118
In terms of the average value assigned to each statement the
11

harvest 11 principle received the greatest support. 9

This principle

simply posits that the proclamation of the \'lord of God through personal
evangelism (and any other appropriate means) must be concentrated among
those who can and will respond to it.

Or put more concisely, evangelism

must be done among those who need evangelizing.

A corollary stateinent

which rated sixth out of the nineteen put it this way:

"The sinner

6
. 1110
won I t come, so we mus t go .:... o 'n~m.

The second most supported principle deals with church leadership by example.

It asserts that

. mined by leadership example."

11

11 the

direction of the body is deter.,.

And a supporting statement which rates

seventh out of the nineteen describes leadership by exa..ilple as
.
ra th er th an
h e rd ~ng

between the words

11

. ,

rancn~ng. II

12

11

shep..:.

The point taken from the contrast

shepherding 11 and

11

ranching" is simply that church:.

growth leaders must themselves enter into the risks of personal-consecration-to-Christ/discipleship/evangelism before their people will follow
them into the personal commitment ministries necessary to bring about
lasting church growth.
low~ng

Church members tend toward reluctance in fol--

the leadership of those who push from behind as if they were

driving cattle, but church members tend to follow the leader who like
the good shepherd is in front of his flock.

They know that where he

leads them he himself has gone first, and it is profitable to follow him.
The concept which stands third among the nineteen asserts that
"the potential for church growth increases in multiplied ministry situations.1113

In other words church growth must be accomplished through

geometric increases in disciple making disciples as outlined in Second
Timothy 2:2.

It is in this passage that the aged apostle Paul exhorts

his disciple, Timothy, to find

11

faithful men 11 in whom the Gospel can be

entrusted, with the understanding that these faithful men will teach
"others also. 11

In short Paul describes four generations of disciple

making disciples--first Paul, then Timothy, then
finally "others also."

11

faithful men,

11

and

And there is no reason to believe that Paul

expected the process to end after four generations, but rather that he
expected the ministry of disciple making disciples to continue ad

7
infinitum.
The statement gaining the next highest rating from the survey's
respondents claims that ministry programs vary with the needs of the
community to be reached, .but the principles which underlie such programs
.
l • 14
are unJ.versa

This assertion is described as

11

one of the axiomatic

presuppositions which underlies the Henatchee Free Hethodist Church's
approach to church growth" on page. four of this paper.

Accordingly, it

is considered an assumption, or a given, rather than a principle.

It is

significant, however, that the staff gives credibility to this claim
through the high collective value assigned it.
The principle receiving the fourth highest rating posits that
churches grow as they find needs and fill them. 15 This principle is
mentioned briefly on page two of this paper.

In addition it should be

added here that this assertion forces a relevancy relationship between
ministry and those ministered to.

The "shotgun" approach which promotes

a flurry of ministrJ activities without

sea~ing

to match these efforts

against carefully perceived needs has as its primary benefit that it
covers a lot of area.

It is obVious, however, that such an approach

tends to be too haphazard to strike specific targets over any distance,
and that in addition this approach so spreads the effort that it may
lack the intensity to strike the target with sufficient force to register
an impact.

This describes in metaphorical fashion the plight of many

churches who need to sell their "shotgun" approach to meeting needs and
strive instead to become "sharpshooters" who find specific needs 'ltJithin
the lives of people, and then fill them.
The fifth most supported concept deals with lay ministry participation, and asserts that church

grow~h

potential increases as every

8

person in the body is led to understand that they are witnesses.
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A

corollary statement which rates thirteenth out of the nineteen expands
this precept by stating that every person has a vital role to play in
the overall harvest and that each gifted area is as important to the
body's growth as the others. 17

This body-ministry concept is expressed

in tenns of a mobilized laity who are aware of their spiritual gifts
and who are trained to use these gifts for effective ministrJ--a state18
ment rated sixteenth out of the nineteen.
Essentially, all of these postulates deal with the definition
of a

11

minister 11 and at the same time draw into question the traditional

dichotomy between the clergy and the laity.

The church growth discipline

tends to move away from this dichotomy in favor of the view which reasons
that every member of the Body of Christ is a minister calle:i to a unique
1
ministry of loving people redemp1:.ively. 9
This View tends to minimize the separateness of those called to
pastoral ministry by perceiVing them as ministers--members of the Eody
of Christ--with pastoral gifts.

By the same token there are members of

the Body of Christ who are to minister each of the other spiritual gifts
for the edification of the Body, and these individuals are no less ministers than those who are pastors.

And those who are called to non-

pastoral ministeries are no less consecrated (or at least they should be
no less consecrated) to their ministery than the 11 professional 11 minister.
As a result the congregation is seen as a

11

body 11 where every

member is indeed a minister, and where everJ ministry is ultimately as
essential as any other for fulfilling the Great Commission.
It is appropriate at this point to briefly note how this concept
20
relates to McGavran and Arn in their heirarchy of church leaders.

9
The idea that church workers naturally delineate into five categories
based upon their im-iard/outward ministry emphasis and their status as
either paid or unpaid ministers fits nicely into the body minist!"'J
principle described in the preceding paragraph.

The ultimate concern

of McGavran and Arn in noting the five classes of r,.rorkers is to dra1.;
attention to the predominantly inward focus of most church ministry,
and to bring to the forefront the need for more lay-outreach ministers.
One solution to this need is the actualization of the body ministry
principle.

\ihen the percentage of members within the local church who

are actually ministering is increased, it fo llO\-iS that the number of
outreach workers should also increase.

And the significance this holds

for church growth practice is self-evident.
The assertion ·which stands sixth among the nineteen states
that the body must be commited to

w~nning

individuals one at a time,

rather than to a nebulous concept of growth. 21

This, essentially, is

the thrust of personal evangelism--it emphasizes the necessity for
effective one on one evangelistic encounters in order for churches to
grow.

The view that the lost will embrace salvation if only the Hard

is handed to them in a tract falls short of the biblical imperative for
Kingdom growth.

The imperative is to love people redemptively, and this

requires a personal relationship with individuals who need salvation. 22
Unfortunately, the trend of modern man is toward personal insulation
from those individuals who comprise the world, and yet God's command is
for personal involvement with the very ones we are culturally conditioned to ignore.

It is clear, then, that to strive for church growth

without equally striving for this personal involvement with real individuals who are really lost is of no more value than the publicly

10

2
displayed prayers of the Pharisees which Jesus condemned. 3

The effort

may look good to those who are impressed •vith religious g:;.rmnastics, but
it is of no value to the Kingdom of God.
The seventh principle drawn from the staff 1 s evaluation of the
statements listed in section one, part five of the questionnaire asserts
that potential for church groivth increases in direct proportion to the
leadership's commitment to Christ.

24

This is amplified th!'Ough the

postulation that the key to church growth is Spirit filled pastors Hho
lead their congregations into Spirit filled ministry, a statement rated
eleventh out of the nineteen.

25

In addition the survey respondents

rated fifteenth the assertion that churches grow under the charismatic
26
leadership of pastors who are strong motivators.

These things taken

together indicate a firm belief that leadership is an essential determinant for church growth.

And the point is clear that adequate leader-

ship must exemplify personal consecration to Jesus Christ as Lord and
Saviour.

The overflow of such a relationship is the Spirit filled l'lfalk

which alone qualifies the individual to lead others into Spirit filled
ministry.

And this matter of qualification is perhaps the true crisis

of the present church age.
Denominations tend to place greater and greater pressure on
leaders to prepare themselves for the spiritual ministry to which they
are called.

And yet the evaluative centers of the Church have turned

from the still, quiet voice of the Spirit to the recent secular emphasis
on specialization and professionalism. 27

In line with this the Church

is calling upon its seminaries to raise up leaders 1.;hose level of scholastic achievement can be matched against the graduates of secular·
institutions..

And the danger of this emphasis is that it becomes all

11

too easy for the essential concept of discipleship--well rounded spiritual maturity--to be lost in the struggle for accademic endorsement.
As might be expected the result of such a process is a surplus of leaders
who are better qualified to do critical scholarship than they are to
produce disciple making disciples.

The irony of the predicament is that

the Church tends to blame its institutions of higher learning for failing
to train pastors who can actively lead others into personal fulfillment
of the Great Commission; and yet it is the Church's misplaced emphasis
on secular standards which causes the problem.
The Church needs to truly grasv the fact that spirituality is
not produced from textbooks, but rather from the crucible of personal
experience with Christ and others who follow Him.

It is not enough to

intellectualize about discipleship; discipleship must be gained by the
disciple in life experiences with the discipler.

And it is certainly

insufficient to study about personal evangelism day after day in the
classroom; personal evangelism must be learned firsthand through 11 on
the job training" with a man who himself does personal evangelism.

The

attainment of the most highly valued scholastic credentials possible
will not make a man more spiritual, nor will it make him a disciple
maker.

And all the degrees in the Horld will not enable a pastor to

lead his church into Kingdom growth.

Spiritual success requires spir-

itual training, and spiritual training can only be gained from
organism (the Body of Christ).

a.

living

Institutions, even seminaries which are

only quasi-bodies of Christ, cannot bring about spiritual leadership;
it must come from the local church where the body of Christ is actual
rather than artificial.
And this matter of actual versus artificial spirituality is the

12

real issue addressed by Donald .McGavran 1.rhen he suggests that redemption
(Christian conversion) plus lift (institutionalized Christianity) equals
halting (a short-circuited spirtuality incapable of Kingdom growth).

28

Nuch of the Church today is accurately described by this fonnula, and
yet there are still churches where spiritual Vitality is actualized in
church gro>.rth.

The key to the wider dissemination of this vitality is

Spirit filled leadership--this is the personification of the consecration principle.
The eighth ranked principle selected by the staff might be best
described as the

11

join

1

em" mandate.

It simply asserts that true church

growth is not achieved until those who are won are discipled into a
commited relationship to both Christ and the local church body. 29

This

may seem trite at first, but a more thoughtful examination of its implications reveals "a missing link" for much of what passes as evangelism
today.

The thing that is misunderstood by so much of today' s outreach

effort is that the lost are not

~~n

until they become part of the body

of Christ, and this is of ·necessity means commitment to--membership in-the local body.JO
The emphasis of contemporary evangelism is on decisions for
Christ, and most evangelists count their converts based on the total
number of decisions made.

True evangelism is not complete, however,

without the discipling process, and the number of individuals who decide
for Christ is not a measure of discipleship.

Rather, the number who

commit themselves to a local body serves as the more accurate indicator
of those 1..rho are truly converted.
~venatchee

It is not surprising, then, that the

Free Hethodist Church leadership stresses the necessity of

evangelistic outreach which culminates in local body membership.
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The ninth principle to surface through analysis of the staff's
responses to this section of the survey states that church growth is
accomplished through dividing the task into manageable steps. 31

This

is a simple matter of pragmatics, and yet it is painfully obvious that
many who desire church growth are seeking it through a nebulous spirituality which merely hopes for results.

It is like standing at the bottom

of a long flight of stairs and wishing to be at the top--no matter how
fervently one

\~shes,

the result desired remains out of grasp.

On the

other hand appropriate effort expended in walking up the steps will
bring about the goal.

The essential thing is that appropriate effort

must be expended to achieve each step in its sequence so that the thing
desired is actually accomplished.
In terms of church growth this necessitates a plan which delineates the objective, the present position in relation to that objective,
and the series of action steps necessary to achieve the objective.

In

addition the cost of such a plan must be counted and expended, and the
effects of such effort anticipated and accepted.
Such an approach does not reduce the spiritual aspects of Kingdom building, namely that

C~d

brings it about.

the spiritual partnership through which
the fulfillment of the Great Commission.

C~d

Rather, it emphasizes

has chosen to bring about

C~d 'l~i.ll

not do what He has

reserved for His servants; and He has reserved for them the responsibili ty of going into all the r..rorld and making disciples.

Confrontation

with such a mission is much like facing a tall flight of stairs, but
even the tallest staircase must still be mastered one step at a time.
And this is illustrative of church gro'l-rth--i t is accomplished by di viding the task into manageable steps, and then taking them one at a time.
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The \rlenatchee Free Hethodist Church staff rated tenth overall
the statement that church

grow~h

is accomplished through co-ordinated

effort within a clearly defined chain of command. JZ

This re.flects the

essential disposition of their approach--leaders performing on a professional level to insure an orderly achievement of their statement of
purpose.

And yet the concept of chain of command as practiced at the

T:fenatchee Free Methodist Church goes beyond that embraced by secular
organizations and approaches the structure Visible among the disciples
as they fo llo\.;ed Jesus.
Jesus called His disciples; they followed Him.

He led them,

instructed them, cared for them, admonished and rebuked them, but above
all loved them; and they were intensely devoted to Him, willing to
foresake all in order to follow the One who had the words of eternal
life.

They were His servants, and yet He called them His brothers; He

was above them, and yet He stooped to wash their feet.

The>J loved Him,

admired Him, desired His favor, at times feared Him, but more than anything they placed their faith in Him; and He did not disappoint them.
And it is not stretching this description to say that the crucial dynamic
which makes it work functions in the ':lenatchee Free Methodist Church
staff's working relationships with one another.
They strive for an interactional dynamic characterized by a
transparency of motivation and Christlike love for one another.

~~ey

are spurred on by the personal example of Pastor George Delamarter as he
commands, rather than demands, their allegiance through his own dedication to the practice of Spirit filled leadership (a concept developed
more fully in the latter portion of this paper).33

But even Spirit

filled men do not lose their own distinctive personalities and styles,
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and these qualities are easily discernible in the 1:/enatchee Free Hethodist Church leadership.
Pastor George N. Delamarter is an illustration of this.

He is

a striver, a man who pursues with determination the passion of his heart.
His strong emphasis on goal achievement is reflected in his confession
that he wants results "yesterday. 11

And this achievment orientation is

woven into the staff temperment as well.

They tend as a i-lhole to operate

on a mangement by objective basis.
This tendency requires a focusing influence in order to maintain
a unified and systematic effort--in order to remain co-ordinated.

And

this focusing influence appears to be provided through the senior pastor.
George Delamarter is the man in charge; authority and responsibility
flow from him to those in Hhom he entrusts a share in the ministrJ at
the church.

Ultimately, responsibility for all that goes on.in the

church rests with
this.

him~-George

Delamarter and all his staff understand

And in a similar fashion each staff member is encouraged to train

and develop their own staff in order to multiply their own ministry.
As a result a dialectic of sorts exists in the Wenatchee Free Methodist
Church leadership:

George Delamarter commissions his staff with both

authority and responsibility for fulfilling the ever expanding ministry
at the church, and yet he maintains a tight grip on all that is done
through his personal discipling and direction of his staff.
There is a definite chain of command fo lloHed in the Wenatchee
Free Methodist Church, and it is directly linked by the staff to the
successful groi-lth pattern enjoyed at the church.

Pastor George N.

Delamarter describes his church as a tight ship, and then observes "a
tight ship will weather the storm, but a loose ship will pull apart. 11
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For the T:.Jenatchee Free M.ethodist Church staff chain of command is an
integral part of maintaining a tight ship, and it is empirically observable that the tight ship at Wenatchee is growing.
The \venatchee Free Methodist Church staff rated eleventh the
statement that potential for church growth increases as an ever greater
percentage of the church's members realize that they are ordained for
spiritual and numerical success--that is, success in terms of both spir3'1itual growth and numerical increase. Again, this assertion is axiomatic
for the church's leadership approach to Kingdom building, and it is
treated as a presupposition rather than a principle in the latter pages
of this paper.

Nonetheless, this statement conceptualizes the spiritual

optimism that radiates from George Delamarter, the church staff, and
even the congregation.

These people believe that they are called upon

to succeed at fulfilling the Great Commission, first, in their local
area and, as the Lord. provides opportunity, in the rest of the world.
This approach has not caused them to be overwhelmed by the
enonni ty of its scope, rather it has caused them to rely the more on
Christ.

As Pastor George N. Delamarter puts it,

11

\Ve cannot, -w·e dare not

attempt to build the Church in our own strength; Christ must build His
Church. 11

Pastor Delamarter means by this that the responsibility for

obedient, Spirit led effort properly belongs to Christians, but the
responsibility for the actual Kingdom increase is God's.

And

C~d

is

more than willing to give the increase, if His servants will indee::l.
consecrate themselves to obedience to His Word through the empowering
of the Holy Spirit.

It is apparent that for the Wenatchee Free Methodist

Church leadership the key to obedience to

C~d 1 s

\<lord is an ongoing

application of the Great Commission to their own lives and to the lives
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of the people whom they serve.

A dynamic such as this radiates optimism,

optimism that success is not only achievable, but that it is actually
ordained.
The final principle identified by the staff as significant in
terms of its impact on church growth at the Wenatchee Free Methodist
Church asserts the need for statistics which accurately chronicle membership fluctuations and which contribute insight into the cause of the
gains and losses.35

The import of this postulation is obvious, and yet

many church leaders who desire growth seem to believe that it is unspiritual to keep growth records.

Those who oppose the keeping of such

records frequently argue that a growing church grows whether the results
are tallied or not.

What is missed by sophisms of this type is that

leadership requires pertinent data in order to make the best possible
choices.
growth.

And this need validates the use of statistics in moni taring
Just maintaining records, however, is not enough.

These records

must be evaluated with a keen and insightful eye to the causes behind
the statistics.
This evaluative step is frequently missed even by leaders who
sincerely desire growth in their congregations, and who are willing to
consecrate themselves to the necessary paperwork in order to maintain
adequate growth statistics.

Such leaders often keep intricately detailed

records, and then do nothing more vnth them than to note numerical
increases and decreases.

Inadequate managerial analysis of this type

would never be tolerated in the secular market, and yet it is all too
often the approach of the Church.

The leadership of the church that

would grow must keep track of the growth record and in addition evaluate
it regularly with an eye to consolidating gains and optimizing efforts.
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To utilize such a practice is to strive for excellence;

anything less

falls short of good stewardship and is at best second :-ate.
The preced.ing comments on the matter of evaluation make it
appropriate to note that the rating of the statements in section I,
part four of the questionnaire drew from the 1.-Tenatchee Free l'!ethodist
Church staff collective support for thirteen assertions---two of which
this ;,.;ri ter prefers to classify as

11

presupposi tions" and eleven which

this I.J"ri ter ace epts as "principles. 11

Additional affir.nation of these

principles comes from another portion of the, survey, and attention is
now given to an analysis of the responses from that part of the questionnaire.
A RANI:OM SELECTION OF THE STATEHE.~TS

In section I, part six of the survey the Wenatchee Free Nethodist Church staff reviewed the twenty-four statements they had rated in
section I, part four and from them selected the five statements they
considered most important in accounting for the growth pattern at their
church.

An analysis of their responses corroborates substantially the

two presuppositions and eleven principles detailed in pages four through
eighteen of this paper.

There were, however, three significant deVi-

ations from that original list.
First, the statement that the body must be commited to

w~nning

indiViduals one at a time rather than to a nebulous concept of growth
surfaced as the number one principle in the random selection of the
stata~ents

(section I, part six), but rated only sixth in terms of the

collective numerical valuation of section I, part four.

This reflects

an even more intensely pragmatic apprOach to church growth, and is
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perhaps a better indicator of the task achievement orientation which
typifies the 1,venatchee Free Methodist Church staff.
Second, the statement rated fifth in part four did not gain
enough support to place in the top eleven chosen through random selection
(part six).

The statement itself reasons that church gro-w-th potential

increases as every person in the body is led to understand -':.hat they are
Nitnesses.

The fact that the need for greater lay involvement was chosen

the number one problem confronting the ldenatchee Free Methodist Church
leadership dovetails with this incongruency in principle selection.3 6
It may well be that the need for lay involvement is considered a determinant for church growth from an idealistic standpoint, while in actuality the application of this principle is made on a lower than estimated priority basis.

One indicator in this matter is the number of

individuals won to Christ by the combined staff.

The survey was admin-

istered during the first five days of Novanber 1979, and at that point
the total number of individuals the staff had either led to Christ or
personally assisted in leading to Christ through a team ef'fort comprised
nearly eighty percent of the total conversions.

Such a ratio establishes

the staff members as individuals who lead by example, but it also indicates a strong dependence by the church membership on the staff for the
performance of evangelistic outreach.

This may also serve as a genuine

indicator of the need for greater lay mobilization, and may add validity
to the -apparent discrepancy in ratings of the body ministry concept.
The third significant deviation between the two lists involves
-the inclusion in the random selection responses (part six) of a statement
rated only twenty-second out of a possible twenty-four in part four.
The assertion that church growth -wi.ll not take place unless the pastor

20

has the right leadership personality rated eleventh through random
selection (part six).

Although the rating is still comparatively low,

it does indicate that the staff may place greater stock in the dynamic
of

11

right 11 leadership than is brought out in other sections of the

survey.
A BRIEF SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The results shared in the preceding pages of this chapter weave
a mosaic of opinion comprised of the threads of individual responses
given by the staff members of the i'lenatchee Free Methodist Church.

Two

lists of principles are established by these responses, each of them
sharing a basic unity of thought as well as some unique concepts.

The

principles derived from free selection (section I, part 1) include the
following:
1.

The Wenatchee Free Hethodist Church's growth is a result

of its leadership' commitment to fulfilling the Great Commission through
evangelism and discipleship.
2.

Growth comes as a result of leadership determination to

order priorities in accord with the church's stated purpose.

J.

Church growth results from finding needs and meeting them.

4.

Growth is dependent upon the coordinated efforts of an

adequate multiple staff.

5.

Leadership quality has a major impact upon church growth.

6.

Effective communication, especially between staff members

\vho must integrate work effort, is a crucial church growth determinative.

? • A loving/ ace epting fellowship contributes significantly to
a church's capacity for growth.
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The preceding list compares favorably With the two presuPpositions and eleven principles determined by the staff through rating
the statemedS listed in section I, part four of the questionnaire.

The

two presuppositions are:
1.

Church growth principles are universal, although their

application varies dependent upon the unique circumstances of the given
situation.
2.

Christians are ordained to spiritual and numerical success,

especially in terms of fulfilling the Great Commission.
The eleven principles which build upon these assumptions are:
1.

The proclamation of the Word of God through personal evan-

gelism (and any other appropriate means) must be concentrated among
those who can and will respond to it--this is the harvest principle ..
2.

Church growth is precipitated by leadership example-- this

is the shepherd principle.

J.

Church growth is accomplished through geometric increases

in disciple making disciples--this is the discipleship principle.

4.

Churches grow as they find needs and fill them--this incor-

porates both the redemptive balance principle and the

follo't~-through

principle. 37

5.

Church growth potential increases as every person in the

body is led to understand that they are witnesses--this is the body
ministry principle.

6.

Churches grow as their members commit themselves to winning

the lost one at a time--this is the reality principle.J

7.

8

The potential for church growth increases in direct pro-

portion to the leadership's

co~~itment

to Christ--this is the sancti-
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fication principle.
8.

Church growth is achieved when those who are won are dis-

cipled into a commited relationship to both Christ and the local .church
body--this is the membership principle.

9.

Church growth is accomplish e:l. through dividing the task

into manageable steps--this is the task principle.
1 o.

Church growth is accomplished through co-ordinated effort

within a clearly defined chain of command--this is the authority principle.
11.

Church growth is augmented through the maintenance and

evaluation of statistics which accurately chronicle membership fluctuations and which contribute insight into the cause of the gains and
losses--this is the evaluation principle.
The assertions in these tl-ro lists make up the main of the
Wenatchee Free Methodist Church principles of growth.

These principles

are refined through the discussion of problem areas identified by the
staff and through an analysis of their rating of the church growth
principles identified by the key spokesman for the church growth discipline, C. Peter Wagner.

This refining process, then,· is the primary

content of the following chapter.

Chapter 2
PROBLEM AREAS AND THE EXPERTS

Additional insight into the principles listed in the preceding
chapter is gained from an evaluation of the problem areas identified by
the staff.

These problem areas represent hinderances to the growth

process itself, n.nd therefore the benefit gained from their analysis is
much like that of a professional football team studying its opposition-to know your opponent is to master him.

Consequently, the first portion

of this chapter deals w'"i th the matter of identified problem areas.
The second portion of the chapter presents the evaluation of
the expert's (C. Peter 1-lagner) principles as well as a discussion of the
relationship between the Wenatchee Free Methodist Church staff's principles and Dr. Wagner's principles.
to define more precisely

11

The purpose of these efforts is

just what the church growth principles are. 11

\'lith these things in mind the matter of problem ana:s. is now
presented.
THE IDENTIFICATION OF PROBLEM AREAS
In section I, part 2 of the survey the staff identified the
greatest weaknesses of the Wenatchee Free Methodist Church ministry.
This was again a matter of free selection, and accordingly individual
responses reflected the uniqueness of each personality.
problemareas~

The following

however, received sufficient collective support to warrant

their inclusion in the present discussion.
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First, the staff indicates a nearly unanimous concern that lay
involvement be increased.
direct~

It is w"'rth noting that this proble.Ttl matches

their foremost church growth principle--commitment to fulfilling

the Great Commission through evangelism and discioleship.3 9

That there

is a strong positive correlation between the primary church growth principle and the church's greatest weakness in ministry may at first seem
surprising, especially considering the strong growth pattern at the
Wenatchee Free Methodist Church.

Upon consideration, however, the rela-

tionship between the principle and the problem becomes apparent.

The

two are related by the time differential separating spiritual birth and
spiritual maturation.
Given a population "ripe unto the harvest" (minus three on the
Fngel scale), it is a relatively simple matter to bring about spiritual
birth through effective evangelistic methods.

40

But successful evan-

gelism only brings about spiritual babes in Christ; raising these babes
into mature, reproducing members of the body of Christ is the task of
discipleship.

And discipleship takes time.

41

One other aspect of this problem needs attention and that is
the matter of commitment.

Discipleship and personal commitment to Christ

are really ti:'iO ways of saying the same thingo

And yet the constant

concern of church leadership is for the commitment level of its members.
Typically, churches function on the extra-ordinary efforts of the dedicated few who do virtually everything except fill the pews with their
limited numbers.

The vast majority of the members, on the other hand,

are severely limited in tenns of their ministry input.

Consequently~

they are only nominally commited.
What this really involves is a breakdown in the discipleship
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process into the artificial (and ineffective) diVisions of professional
clergy and laity.
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The professional clergy are fulltime, ordained

super-Christians--they are supposed to minister, and i f any evangelism
or follow up takes place, they're supposed to do it.

Most members--

except the over zealous few who are really just unpaid clergy--see
themselves as responsible for attending the
11

dues' 1 (worshiping and tithing)o

11 meetings 11

and paying their

But what is really needed is for all

believers, pastors and parishoners, to see themselves as uniquely called
individuals with God given talents and corresponding responsibility for
ministry.
The problem of increased lay involvment, then, is not only a
result of the time differential between spiritual birth and spiritual
maturity, it is also, arn perhaps most fundametally, an attitudinal
breakdown which sees the discipleship process as beginning and ending
with the professional clergy.
This problem is not without solution, however, and the Wenatchee
Free Methodist Church staff is utilizing programming to meet this need.
Among these programs are intensive discipleship groups, family shepherd
groups, and a new approach to Sunday School programming which will funnel
all those enrolled through a screening process.

This process is accom-

plished through a class designed to help members identify their spiritual
gifts, and then receive training in the use of their gifts for personal
ministry.

As a result of this members are assigned to one of five

general ministry areas where their efforts can be concentrated for
4
greater ministry effectiveness. 3
The second area identified as a weakness in the Wenatchee Free
Methodist Church ministry involves the co-ordination of the staff.
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Approximately half of the survey respondents indicated that this was a
matter of concern, and again this is a problem which is also identified
as a necessary principle of church grow-th.
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The co-ordination of

multiple staff is ultimately related to the concept of span of control.
As a staff increases in size the likelihood that one man can adequately
co-ordinate its functions and disciple its members decreases.
himself limited his

11

staff 11 to twelve.

Jesus

Pastor George N. Delamarter has

a present staff of eight fulltime men, and the survey evoked responses
which suggest that he is reaching beyond his span of control with his
present ministry commitments and staff size.

A possible solution to

this may come through the shifting of responsibility to other staff
members.

One area which cannot be shifted, however, is the obvious

need for intimate personal fellowship on a one to one basis with each
staff member.

And this is, perhaps, the most keenly expressed need in

this area.
Another identified weakness in the area of staff

co-ordir~tion

involves the matter of program integration under an overall master
strategy.

Personal association with the staff allowed this writer the

opportunity to discern a certain amount of confusion resultant from
overlapping ministries and ministry areas which were not clearly defined.
Again, this can be seen as a natural byproduct of an expanding staff
minstering to a growing congregation.

And efforts are made through

weekly staff meetings and detailed job descriptions to minimize such
occurences.

Nonetheless, it is clear that a significant portion of the

staff believe this area needs greater attention.
Slightly less than half of the staff identified assimilating
new members as a weakness in the church's overall ministry.

This is,
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then, the third problem area specified by the staff as needing attention,
and its cause is inherent in the growth of the church.

Essentially,

this problem is one of incorporating indiViduals with differing theological backgrounds into the Free Hethodist framework.
respondents made it clear, however, that their

?ri~ary

The survey's
concern in this

area. is not the matter of weaVing new members into the fabric of the
church's fellowship.

Making new members feel like they are a part of

the church, rather than outsiders, is not the problem.

Maintaining

theological homogeneity within the fellowship is, on the other hand, a
problem.
One reason for this may be the traditionally sectarian stance
of the Free Methodist Denomination as a whole.

Free Methodists, and

for that matter holiness churches in general, have not normally see.'1
themselves as reaching out to incorporate within their ran.tcs all the
Christians who make up the Body of Christ.

Instead, these churches

have seen themselves as a rather private group of Christians in earnest
for Christo

Those who are umr.i.lling to match their lives against the

denominational V'iew of personal piety are simply excluded.

As a result

the Free Methodist Church, even today, has a strongly exclusive image.
It is obvious how such an outlook could influence church growth, especially in terms of assi..'!lilating members from diverse theological backgrounds. 45
The question needs to be addressed, then, as to just how much
theological variation can be tolerated within a church fellowship.

This

is a knotty problem, ard one with which the Wenatchee Free Methodist

Church staff is grappling.
i.11junction,

11

Perhaps the solution lies in Wesley's

If your heart is as my heart is, then give me your hand in
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fellowship.

1146

This tends to be a stance of toleration conditioned by

the qualification that the individuals in question devote themselves to
Christ as revealed in the Scriptures.

As such it could remove some of

the difficulties inherent in denominational distinctives and simplify
the process of assimilation.
The fourth and final area of weakness identified by the staff
deals td th communication between the congregation and its leadership.
The concern is that the individuals who comprise the membership not
only incorporate themselves into the church ministry, but that they also
remain a dynamic part of the leadership process itself.

As an organ-

ization grows ever larger a tendency develops toward bureacratic
dening of the arteries.u

11

har-

The ability of the average church member,

especially the new member, to gain personal attention from leadership
tends to diminish proportionately with the size of the active congregation.

This trend is inherent in hierarchical structures, and growing

groups tend toward hierarchy in order to attain efficiency in operation.
In terms of the Henatchee Free Methodist Church this means that the
positive good attributed to church growth deposits layer after layer of
new members who become a people comprised "insulating barrier" which
muffles the sharp impact of commQDication between leadership and parishoner.

It becomes increasingly hard for both member and leader to

get through to each other, and if corrective action is not taken, an
.
apa thy 'oorn o f unresponslveness

+

se~s
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ln.

There are at least five methods for counteracting this trend
toward unresponsiveness.
decisions

11

First, leadership can push all appropriate

down 11 to the membership, or sub-groups within it.

Second,

the membership can be structured on the cell/congregation/celebration
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model with the cell emphasized as a means of increasing leadership
opportunities and group responsiveness.
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Third, efforts can be made

to increase key leadership accessibility such as blocking out times
where these leaders avail themselves to the members at large, systematic
phone/visitation contact just to say "hello 11 and tune into personal
needs, and involvement in cell groups for the purpose of spreading key
leadership fellowship.

Fourth, the leadership can develop a responsive

image by making use of available opportunities for telling the membership how responsive/ concerned they are with the individual and then
drawing attention to specific staff efforts in this area.

And fifth,

greater lay involvement in the decision making process can be achieved
through efforts to continually rotate in newly trained leaders as they
become qualified for such responsibility.
The Henatchee Free Methodist Church staff utilize all of these
approaches in some form or another, but their greatest hedge against the
problem of maintaining responsive leadership communication

w~th

bership is in their emphasis on an adequate multiple staff.

the mem-

dhere such

1

a staff is effectively co-ordinated under a properly prioritized master
strate~J,

communication problems tend to diminish.

The problem areas singled out by the staff as needing attention
are, then, four in number:
1.

Lay ministry participation needs to be increased.

2.

Staff co-ordination needs to be optimized.

J.

More attention needs to be given to the matter of assimil-

ating members holding heterogeneous theological views.

4.

Communication effectiveness between leadership and member-

ship needs to be enhanced.

JO
The selection of these four areas gives credibility to their
significance in terns of affect on congregation vitality.

Attention to

these problems--or the lack of it--will ultimately influence the church
growth rate.

Accordingly, these areas, too, are contributing factors

which give insight into the identity of the church growth principles.
With these things in mind it is now appropriate to consider how the
principles determined by the Wenatchee Free Methodist Church Staff compare with the principles of C. Peter Wagner.
THE COMPARISON OF STAFF AND WAGNER PRINCIPLES
It is the contention of this writer that the science of church
growth has yet to produce a generally accepted list of church growth
principles.
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There is, however, one figure from this discipline who

commands ever increasing acceptance as the primary spokesman for the
church growth movement, and that is

c.

Peter Wagner.

Three recent books

(Your Church Can Grow, Your Church Can Be Healthy, and Your Spiritual
Gifts Can Help Your Church Grow) delineate Dr. \>lagner 1 s approach to
church growth, and in particular present what he considers the Vital
signs of a healthy church. 50

These seven vital signs are in reality

Professor Wagner's prescription for church growth.

The question of

whether or not the Wenatchee Free Methodist Church staff would accept
these vital signs as significant in terms of the growth achieved at
Wenatchee is approached in questions three and four of section I of the
survey.

Question three calls upon the staff to arrange these principles

(1>/agner 1 s seven Vital signs) in their relative order of significance
in terms of the Wenatchee Free Methodist Church growth process.

Question

four asks the respondents to identify any of the principles which are

J1
not significant in accounting for church growth at 'lfenatchee, and then
to briefly explain why these principles have no bearing upon the growth
process.

c.

Peter Wagner listed the seven vital signs for church growth
1
in his book Your Church Can Grow.S
They are:
1. A pastor who is a possibility thinker and whose dynamic
leadership has been used to catalyze the entire church into action
for growth.
2. A well-mobilized laity which has discovered, has developed
and is using all the spiritual gifts for growth.
J. A church big enough to proVide the range of serVices that
meet the needs and expectations of its members.
4. The proper balance of the dynamic relationship between celebration, congregation and cell.
,5. A membership drawn primarily from one homogeneous unit.
6. Evangelistic methods that have been proved to make disciples.
7. Priorities arranged in biblical order) 2
The Wenatchee Free Methodist Church staff strongly support the
concept that Wagner's principles dealing with priori ties, the pastoral
leadership, and evangelistic methodology (items

seve."'l~

one, and six from

the preceding list) have direct impact upon the overall growth pattern
in their church.

The principles which involve structure and functions,

the people of the church, and church size received moderate support
(numbers four, two, and three in the list above).

The homogeneous unit

principle, however, (number five above) was considered irrelevant in
terms of its impact on the growth rate at the i'ienatchee Free Methodist
Church.
A certain consistency of approach arises from these choices
when they are compared with the principles derived from the staff's
responses to the survey • .5J

The emphasis on biblical priorities and

evangelistic methods is a common theme in both lists, and this reflects
the intense commitment of the staff to following both the mandate (go

J2
into all the world) and the method (while you are going make disciples)
of the Great Commission.
The essential contribution to growth made by a catalytic leader
dedicated to fulfilling the Great Commission through the effective use
of church growth principles received strong support in this section of
the survey, greater support than in the free selection analysiso

54 It

is worth noting that of the four items in the free selection analysis
rated more significant for church growth than catalytic pastoral leadership tw"' were not e.xplici tly a part of the Wagner list.

The concept

of needs oriented ministry (involving not only maintenance, but also
outreach) and the concept of coordinated/adequate multiple staff are
essential church growth determinati ves in the opinion of the Wenatchee
Free Methodist Church staff, even more so than the much touted dynamic
of pastoral leadership.
This has enormous implications for the church growth process in
the sense that it takes the emphasis off of the seemingly rare capacity
of certain individuals whose charismatic leadership qualities are not
easily reproducable, and instead places the burden for growth on principles which emphasize obedient performance of learnable church growth
practices.

Pastor George N. Delamarter underscored repeatedly in the

Church Growth Leadership Seminar his belief that the success of the
Wenatchee Free Methodist Church is not dependent upon the uniqueness of
his personality.

This, however, met with a fair amount of skepticism on

the part of some, especially those whose personal lifestyle tended toward
introversion.
Even so the question remains, ''Can any pastor who so desires
lead his church into significant growth, even i f he

doe~

not have a
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naturally charismatic personality?"
respond only With a qualified

11

At this point it is appropriate to

yes, 11 and await fuller development of this

concept in a subsequent section of this papero55
Although the Wenatchee Free Methodist Church staff wuuld disagree with Dr. Wagner in terms of the relative importance the catalytic
leader plays in church growth, they would at least assert that such leadership is significant.

On the importance of another concept, however,

there was total divergence of opinion between the staff and Wagner, and
this was in respect to the homogeneous unit principle.5 6
One of the cherished results of church growth research has been
the development of this principle which asserts that like groups must
seek to drav1 like individuals into their fellowship, or--put another
way--groups comprised of broadly heterogeneous individuals are not cohesive and are, therefore, detrimental to church growth.

Essentially, the

Wenatchee Free Methodist Church staff did not deny that this may be a
generally valid principle, rather, they asserted that the principle had
no effect on their growth pattern.
The individual comments from the survey's respondents indicated
that the staff felt the church membership consisted of an essentially
heterogeneous mix, and in consideration of this the principle had little
impact on their growth.
Another section of the survey--section V--had the staff distribute the church's membership into broad categories which delineated
race, educational attainment, marital status, age
employment group, and approximate income bracket.
section revealed that the

11

categO~J,

general

.1\n analysis. of this

averagell member of the church is a married

Caucasian with children and this "average" member has at least a high

Portland Center library

J4

school degree.

In addition the "average" church member is a blue collar

worker between thirty and thirty-nine years of age who earns between
ten to fifteen thousand dollars per year.

Further, the staff estimates

that fifty-five percent of all church members are contained
description.

w~thin

this

In addition the staff indicates that of the remaining

forty-five percent of the church

~embers,

similar to the description of the

11

twenty percent are fairly

average" member, thirteen are at

least a little similar, and twelve percent are not at all similar.
These results demonstrate that the Wenatchee Free Hethodist Church
is comprised for the most part of white middle class Americans who form a
dominant homogeneous group within the church membership.

Personal com-

ments from the staff indicate that the church has some Oriental and
Chicano members, but they are a definite minority. 57

In spite of this

dominant trend toward homogeneity the staff asserts that no conscious
effort is made on their part to reach their majority group in preference
to those outside of it.

Rather, the staff unanimously indicated that

the Henatchee Free Nethodist Church embraces a broad spectrum of individuals whose differences range from recreational preferences to ethnic
backgrounds.
Perhaps the major factor l•rhich influences this issue is the
population composition of Wenatchee itself.

The

11

average 11 \{enatchee

Free Methodist Church member establishes a fair standard by vrhich the
typical resident of the city may be described. 58 It is not surprising,
therefore, that the church can reach out to
an essentially homogeneous group.

11

everyone 11 and still achieve

As a result of this it would be easy

to conclude that the homogeneous unit principle is not in operation at
the Wenatchee Free Hethodist Church.

This w-ould be a superficial answer

J5
to an enormously complex question.

And there is at least one fledgling

mLDistry in the Wenatchee Free Methodist Church which is affected by
the staff 1 s approach to this principle.
Recently a Spanish speaking Sunday School class was introduced
into the church 1 s curriculum.

The idea is to proVide Bible fellowship

opportunities to the Spanish speaking minority in Wenatchee • .5 9

At the

same time it is hoped that evangelistic opportunities will result from
these initial contacts.

A group of about a dozen people now partici-

pates in this class, and the question which demands an answer is whether
the program should be expanded or discontinued.
This question needs insights provided through the application
of the homogeneous unit principle in order to be properly answered.
The contemplated outreach involves EJ evangelism, and such
evangelism normally requires the planting of a new congregation in order

to succeed.

The truth of the matter is that people tend to feel alien-

ated when they are uprooted from their ethnic groups.
to overcome this is to move into the frame\<rork of the

The simplest way
~

culture and

reach the target group from within their own homogeneous unit.
this is accomplished by utilizing E2

"~<rorkers

Often

who can bridge the barriers

between the two cultures through a mutual background in both.
The \·lenatchee Free Methodist Church could accomplish this cross
cultural bridging in at least two different ways.

First, a Spanish

speaking congregation could be established within the church structure.
This would involve providing an adequate and expanding Spanish language
ministry complete with not only a Sunday School class, but a worship
service and fellowship meetings as well.

A co-ordinated sharing of

facilities lrould be necessary, although in the initial stages this would

mean only the utilization for worship of the same space in the church
building which is already designated for Sunday School.

In order to

maintain the 11 one church" unity, combined celebration serVices (incorporating Ray Ortlund 1 s model of cell, congregation, and celebration)
would be essential, and could be implemented on a bi-monthly basis.
In this way

tw~
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widely divergent homogeneous units could readily assi-

milate themselves as one church through homogeneically segregated cells/
congregations and integrated celebration serVices.
Second, a Spanish speaking congregation could be planted within
the Wenatchee subsection predominantly populated by those of Hispanic
origin.

This i-rould involve a greater financial burden on the members of

the Wenatchee Free Methodist Church, and instead of producing one large
church it wuuld bring about two separate churches.

In either case,

however, the homogeneous unit principle has a critical contribution to
make to the success of this type of outreach.
It would seem, then, that the homogeneous unit principle is a
significant determinative for church growth in Wenatchee, but that it
has a low visibility in terms of its

ida~tification--this

as a result

of the essentially homogeneous population of the Tt/enatchee area.

Conse-

quently, Dr. Wagner's principles are all significant in accounting for
the growth pattern of the Wenatchee Free Methodist Church, although the
staff would arrange them ·in a different order of importance and w"'Ould
add additional principles to Professor Wagner's list.
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A BRIEF SOOIARY

This chapter has sought to provide additional insight into the
ultimate

ida~tity

of the church growth principles in use at the Wenatchee

J?
Free Hethodist Church.

Problem areas identified by the staff as weak-

nesses in the church ministry have been analyzed in terms of their
impact on the growth process, and a comparison of the principles espoused
by Dr. t.Jagner and the Wenatchee Free Methodist Church staff has been
undertaken for the same purpose.
The results of this investigation shoHs that the problem areas
can be handled under the guiding precepts of already identified principles and that Dr. Wagner and the Delamarter staff are in essential
agreement in terms of the identity of at least six principles.

The

homogeneous unit principle is a concept, however, v1hich the Delamarter
staff needs to give greater consideration.
These results coupled with the findings of chapter one of this
paper make it appropriate at this point to consider at some length the
ultimate codification of church growth principles into an axiomatic form.
This task is begun in the following chapter.

Chapter 3
FOUR PRESUPf{)SITIONS ldHIC'd UNDERLIE CHURCH GR0\1/TH

The responses of the Wenatchee Free Methodist Church to the
questions in the survey make clear certain recurring
church grmrth.

a~ions

concerning

These assertions are the church growth princi)les of

which Pastor George N. Delamarter exhorted "write the program down in
pencil, but write the principles down in ink."

But even the identifi-

cation of these principles is of little use unless they can be shown to
mesh together into a cohesive dynamic which brings about church growth.
This is the goal of the balance of this paper-- to present the
church growth principles in use at the i,.fenatchee Free f.1ethodist Church
in an axiomatized approach which will lend itself to application within
the context of the local church.
Naturally, such an undertaking is subject to the bias of the
investigator, or even worse, to his lack of insight in handling the
material.

It is believed by this paper's writer, however, that the

dangers cited are minimized through the broad background of opinion
against i-rhich the conclusions are drawn.

For instance the responses

from the survey proVide the insights of eight men who are experts in
their field by Virtue of the fact that they are doing what many merely
write about--namely leading their congregation in church growth.

It

is recognized that this is an argument based on pragmatics, but this line
of reasoning is the base upon vrhich the survey's methodology is built,
and it is believed by this writer that it is a base which justifies an
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axiomatized presentation of the church growth principles in use at the
Wenatchee Free r!ethodist Church.
The pages following,· then, present the church growth principles
in operation at the
interdependent

categories.

the assumptions, the
the principles.

De~~arter

11

church through the use of six logicaly

The first category--chapter three--presents

givens 11 upon ·which the staff operates in utilizing

The second category--chapter four--encompasses prin-

ciples which implement the Great Commission within the active ministry
of the church.

The third category--chapter five--details those prin-

ciples which involve the influence of leadership in bringing about
growth.

The fourth category--chapter six--delineates the principles

which involve the laity in the growth of the church.

The fifth cate-.

gory--chapter seven--lists the principles which cause a church to invest
its efforts in effectively meeting needs.

And the sixth categorJ--chaP-

ter eight--includes the principles which allow a church's leadership to
incorporate growth oriented techniques of management.
The subject at hand for this chapter is, however, the presuppositions which underlie church growth principles.

As a background to

this topic it is important to keep in mind that people do not approach
the world, or their attempts at understanding the actions of men in it,
with a tableau

~·

Rather, each person brings to bear upon the thing

he seeks to comprehend his own unique set of preconceived notions.
These preconceived notions represent the frame of reference from which
one views reality, and they necessarily bias one's perceptions.

This

filtering of perceptions can serve both positively and negatively in the
quest for truth--positively in that needless data is immediately discarded and negatively in that useable input may be overlooked and then
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dismissed as valueless.

This is no less a problem for the church growth

discipline than for other areas of scholarship.

~·ii th

these things in

mind it is appropriate to identify the four presuppositions, and then
undertake a discussion of each of them in their respective turns.

The

four presuppositions are as follows:
1.

It is assumed that the Wesleyan-Armenian postion is theo-

logically correct in an absolute sense.
2.

It is assumed that Christ must build His Church, and that

the Church car...'1ot be built through the independent effort of man.

J.

It is assumed that Christians truly are ordained to spir-

itual and numerical success, especially as these apply to the fulfilling
of the Great Commission.
4.

It is assumed that Church growth principles are universal.
THE HESLEYAN-ARMINIAN POSITION

The Wenatchee Free Methodist Church leadership is steeped in a
Wesleyan-Arminian theological tradition which brings its own particular
set of

11

luggage'' in terms of identifying the biblical mandates concerning

salvation.

Among these are doctrines asserting the free will of man,

the utter lostness of man, the necessity of a

11

born again 11 experience

for salvation, and the belief that ''born again" individuals are C-od 1 s
chose.Tl means for reaching out to a lost:. v-ia:·Jd.

The key implication of

this approach in terms of evangelism is that men must be won to Christ
in order to be saved--God has not predetermined to save some and to
reject others through a crushing sovereignty which destroys man's ability

to make a legitimate response.

Instead, men are saved as a result of

their acceptance or rejection of C-od 1 d gracious offer of eternal life
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through Jesus Christ.
Consequently, the lost of this world are in desperate need of
a Christian "presence'' by which they may know that there is an alternative to the hedonistic materialism of secular society.
simple presence of Christians

~.;ho

But the

by their life style demonstrate

Christ-like love is rarely enough to bring men to redemption.

proclamation 11 of the Gospel is insufficient to vri.n most

the fervent

11

to Christ.

"Presence" and "proclamation 11 must be united

suasion,

11

Even

T~i. th

"per-

the application of the Gospel through redemptive concern

for indiViduals in one on one situations, in order to bring men to
salvation.
But, the i'lesleyan-Arminian system has implications for church
growth which go beyond the means by which men are called out of the
w~rld

and into a relationship with Christ.

Wesleyan-Arminian

theolo~J

also has much to say about what men are called to when they receive
Christ:

r..ren are called to a completeness in Christ which John \-lesley

described as Christian perfection, an attitude of the heart (Hill)
through faith which predisposes the individual to abhor sin and love
God completely.

It is a calling to Christian maturity t.,rhich is best

typified by the idea of thorough going discipleship.
It is easy to see, then, that the vles leyan-Armenian position
has a profou.:1d impact upon the formulation of church gro-w-th principles,
especially when these principles involve evangelism and discipleship.
THE RESPONDSIBILITY FOR BUILDING THE CHURCH

The second presupposition is a simple assertion which states
that "Christ must build His Church."

Pastor George N. Delamarter
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adds emphasis to this by declaring,

11 We

cannot; we dare not attempt

to build Christ's Church--Christ must build His Church."

The thing

of importance in this is the Person who is responsible for building
the Church; that responsibility lies with the Godhead.

The signifi-

cance of this is that church leaders do not bare the considerable
weight of responsibility for seeing that the church increases.
Rather, church leaders are responsible for obediently following the
Lord Jesus Christ as He makes them partakers in the harvest of fields
white, and ready.

Leadership simplifies, then, to the matter of wise

stewardship of effort and material, the results of stewardship already
assured.

It is like the farmer who wisely prepares his fields, plants

them, cultivates them, and in due season, reaps the harvest.

The

farmer does not worry that the plants will grow, this God provides,
if only the farmer will properly expend his effort and his material

in wise pursuit of that harvest.
Howard Snyder in his book The Communitv of the King presents
the same argument when he says,

11 Church

growth is not a matter of

bringing to the Church that which is necessarJ for growth, for if
Christ is there, the seeds of growth are already present.

Rather,

church growth is a matter of remoVing the hindrances to growth.
Church will naturally grow if not limited by unbiblical barriers.
This matches well the illustration of the farmer:

The
1162

The farmer need

only consecrate himself to removing impediments to growth such as
weeds and destructive wildlife in order for the planted seed to mature
and produce fruit.

In the end result it is God who gives the increase

whether it is material or spiritual fruit which is producect; man is
not responsible for the results so long·as he exercises obedient

4J
stewardship of

C~d's

grace.

The great benefit of this presupposition is that it takes the
"ulcers" out of church growth.
vror~jing:

There is no need, or benefit, for

Christ is building His Church.

Consequently, a constant

and assured confidence in the outcome is not only possible, but actually necessary.

~~Jorried

men tend to foolish, counter-productive

efforts, but the man who knows His

C~d

is building His Church need

only consecrate himself to the commissioned task of planting, cultivating, and harvesting.

But, as for growth, it is Cod who gives the

increase.
THE SUCCESS OF THE VENTURE
The third presup];X)si tion upon which the w111C leadership have
built

~heir

ministry is the belief that Christians, in particular the

Christians at

\~C.

are ordained to spiritual and numerical success.

This is a corolary to the statement that "Christ is building His Church, 11
but it adds a dimension not inherent in the other.
believe that ultimately

C~d

It is one thing to

will build His Church, and yet another to

believe that God will build your church.

The essential difference is

the direct application of a universal principle to a particular arD
personally significant situation.
Christians tend to have little difficulty believing that God
has done miracles for others, especially in far off times or places,
but when it gets down to the question of the Godhead bringing about
the miracles in their own lives, a change of faith assertions normally
takes place.

~men

the question of God's miraculous intervention is

applied to the personal experience of the individual the attitude be-
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comes "God could do a miracle in my life, but He

1-~on 1 t.

11

Consequently

there is little sense of the miraculous in many Christians, and even
less hope that their expectancy, or lack of it,

w~ll

This lack of faith in God's vQllingness to

change.

~urk s~pernaturally

in the personal, day to day lives of His people is felt (perhaps it
1.;ould oe more accurate to say "originates'') in church leadership circles.
The most common manifestation of this is the view that
He wun' t" do a miraculous '\'Ork in growing
of a heightened sense of

~'1ticipation

11

our 11 church.

at the ivOnderful

11

C-od could, but
And so ins tend

~'Ork

the Holy

Spirit is doing, most churches struggle along with an attitude of
defeated complacancy.
There is an essential difference in the attitude of those who
t~~ly

believe that God has ordained them and their church to both

spiritual and numerical success, and this difference is the air of
expectancy wi. th which the future is faced.

For such people C-od not

only provides spiritual satisfaction, but also the tangible satisfaction of partaking in the increase of God 1 s kingdom.

Soul winning

is merely a logical extension of this mindset, and church growth is
the visible outcome.

There must exist a genuine confidence in the

tangible blessing of Cod who rewards those 1-J"ho diligently seek Him.
Without this there is no church growth, there is only happenstance.
THE

U~!IVERSALITY

OF PRINCIPLES

The final presupposition ·is the assertion that there are
universal principles of church growth which will work in diverse congregations.

This tends to be an argument from the standpoint of reason

more than from Scripture.

It is apparent even from Scripture, however,
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that God is presented as a God of order, and not of confusion.

The

logical extension of this is that an orderly God operates in an orderly fashion, and therefore certain
should be apparent.

11

principles 11 of His operation

This is indeed the case when the Bible is searched

for the pattern of God's dealing with men.

Under the illumination of

the Spirit it is possible to see the loving and rational intervention
of God in the affairs of men.

It is not too much, then, to postulate

that God works in a similarly logical pattern in growing His Church,
and that a study of this pattern should reveal

11

principles 11 to which

He remains true.
The significant aspect of this presupposition is that it
causes a delineation between the universal and the particular, between principle and program.

The program is the peculiar application

of the principle(s) to a unique set of circumstances.

For instance,

the 11 harvest 11 principle asserts that effort must be exerted in getting
the Gospel to those who can and will respond to it.

One method (pro-

gram) of doing this would be through establishing home Bible studies
largely comprised of potential new converts.

Such a program may pro-

duce strong results in some communities, but be inappropriate in
others.

The essential thing is that the principle is incorporated

through means appropriate to the particular needs of the given
community.
This presupposition gives credibility to the church growth
movement and its efforts to identify church growth principles.

Once

these principles are identified the selection of programs which cause
them to operate within the local church
greater certainty.

co~~unity

is reduced to much

And to the extent that this is accomplished the
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disipline of church growth will progress from stature as a movement
to acceptance as a "science. 11
The fundamental issue which must be resolved before the principles are delineated is the identification of the presuppositions
upon which they are based.

The

~VFMC

leadership bases its principles

squarely upon the back of the four presupoositions detailed in the
preceding pages.

With this in mind it is now appropriate to attempt

an axiomatic presentation of the principles which derive from these
11

given 11 state.Tflents.

Chapter 4
THE D1PlEMENTATION OF THE GREAT C01>'111ISSION

The redemptive nature of the Church is probably one of the
most vocalized and least actualized tenets of the ..Christian community.
During the past decade numerous easily obtainable works have appeared
in

America chronicallng both the theology and methodology of New

Testament soul winning with particular attention to its application
6
for today. J And the themes of evangelism and discipleship are
frequently exposi t·ed
circles.

from church pulpits, especially in Evangelical

In spite of all this there is an overall apathy on the part

of the great majority of Christians when it comes to personal evangelistie efforts.
t~~ical

The simple observation that it is rare for the

American church to have even one lay person who has led any-

one to Christ during the previous year (or even during a lifetime) is
sufficient proof of this statement's truth.
This lack of impact in Christian witness is a symptom more
than the problem, and it is the symptom which gives damning evidence
of both a critical misapprehension of the kingdom of God as well as a
misunderstanding of the proper relationship of those who wuuld be
64
Christ's.
The kingdom of Q:>d must be apprehended as both present
and coming, and those who wuuld be Christ's must see themselves as integrally involved in the witnessing community through which that witness
both is and is becoming the-kingdom of God.
is the actualization of the Great Commission.

Arn the key to that witness
It is not enough

to pay mere lip service to the Great Commission;
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the Great
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Commission is a mandate:

It must be done.

Anything less than the

impleliLentation of this mandate wi. thin the lives of the people who
comprise the local church is not only prostituted stewardship of

C~d's

Word, but also out and out insurrection.
Even when these implications have been thoroughly understood
there still remains a seemingly impenetrable fog of confusion concerning the "how" of "doing" the Great Commission.
greatest contributor to this

11

Probably the

fog 11 has been the mistaking of method-

ology for underlying principles.

Consequently, groups have arisen

advocating the supremacy of one method over another, when in fact no
one method is best for all, or even most, situations. 65

There are

principles, however, which establish the qualifications against which
methods may be evaluated and the best methods then selected in terms
of their appropriateness for the given situation.

This is why the

greatest emphasis in terms of this paper is devoted to establishing
the actual principles in use at Wenatchee.

It is appropriate at this

point, then, to present the principles which the WFMC leadership claim
as significant in their implementation of the Great Commission to
their unique situation.

THE HARVEST PRINCIPLE
The first and foremost principle in this area is the harvest
principle.

This principle is described briefly on page twenty-one

of this paper, but it is necessary to present it in greater detail,
and with greater attention to its implications.
The title of the principle is taken from the analogy upon which
it is based, that of a farmer who desires a "good" harvest.

Pastor
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George N. Delamarter presented two extensions of this analogy during
the

w~S

1979 Summer Session, and their utility in explaining the

principle warrants their inclusion here.
The first extension of this analogy calls upon the reader to
enVision a farmer who owns vast, fertile fields.

But this farmer

does not take the seed which he has purchased to the fields for
planting; instead he allows the seed to accumulate in his barn.

In

due time he brings fertilizer to the seed in the barn, and later
water.

The barn's concrete floor contains no soil in which the seed

might take root, and consequently the seed never produces a harvest.
Such an approach is obviously absurd, and yet it is the very approach
utilized by the majority of churches in their attempts at partaking
of the Great Commission harvest.

The seed is the Gospel message

which these churches are pri Viledged to

11

plant". And yet these

churches are too often like the absurd farmer:

They hoard the seed

(the good news of salvation in Jesus Christ) in their barns (their
church buildings), and then wonder why they gain no increase.
The second extension of the harvest analogy asks the reader
to imagine another farmer who also owns great, verdunt fields.
farmer prepares his fields with great care.

This

He clears them of all

obstructions until there is nothing left but acres and acres of dark,
rich soil.

He prepares these fields with vast quantities of appro-

priately selected and administered fertilizer; he Haters and weeds
his fields with great care daily, and then he prays to God for a
harvest.

He prays fervently and long for a harvest until one day,

conVinced that God has heard and answered his prayers, he mounts the
crest by his hc:>me and gazes out over his vast fields.

And sees only
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barren land devoid of anything that is growing; and there is no harvest.

Although this farmer diligently prepared his fields, he ne-

glected the most important ingredient:

He never sowed the seed.

Both of these illustrations deal With the matter of getting
the seed into the soil which is a logical necessity before a harvest
can be expected.

It is unfortunately a true commentary on the Church

that Christians have for the most part failed in fulfilling this task.
Vast amounts of energy and great sums of money are expended in providing the C-ospel for people who are already Christians.

Recent

estimates from missionary authorities affirm that ninety-seven percent of all funds contributed by
local church for the self nurture
sponded to Christ.
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~\"'estern

Christians remain within the

of those who already have re-

This is like the farmer who kept his seed in

the barn and expected it to produce a harvest there; the results
hardly need explaining.

And yet the Church persists in walling the

Gospel within the buildings where its members congregate, hoping
almost against hope that some unsaved soul will wander into the inner
sanctuary where the Ttford of God is hidden and there find it.

The

Gospel of Jesus Christ needs to be taken to the people who have not
found salvation; the people who are in the churches need to get outside of the sanctuaries and into the homes of the unsaved.
must be taken to the soil, not the soil to the seed:

The seed

This is the first

aspect of the harvest principle.
<

The second aspect of the harvest principle can be explained
by yet another illustration based upon the analogy- of the farmer.
this instance the farmer has prepared and planted his fields with
great diligence.

The seasonal rains have come, the weather has co-

In
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operated and a bountiful harvest awaits the farmer.

The farmer sits

at the crest overlooking his fields, this time beautifully white and
ripe, and he painstakingly prepares his scythe.

He sharpens the

tool's blade until it gleans in the hot noonday sun; and he oils and
polishes the handle until its grip radiates the warmth of well cared
for wood.

Day after day the farmer sits before his fields and pours

all of his energies into preparing. and over preparing, his harvesting
tool.

The late summer season, and fall, too, pass into days gone by,

and still the farmer sits preparing his too 1 for the harvest.

And

finally the day comes when the farmer notices his fields are no longer
ripe for the harvest.

Instead, they have become over-ripe; they are

now spoiled and unharvestable, and the farmer shakes his head sadly
and

w~nders

why he didn't get his harvest.

This poignantly depicts the plight of many would be
for the Lord:

11 harvesters 11

Even though they have carefully planted and cultivated

the Word of God in fertile soil (individuals who rate minus three or
more on the Engle scale), they never actually cut and gather the
grain (challenge these individuals to receive Christ and become F..is
disciple).

Frequently such harvesters have prepared themselves so

thoroughly for their task that they are virtual experts on everything
about evangelism and discipleship, except doing it.

They have pre-

pared for soul winning, but never asked anyone to receive Christ.

In

essence they have failed in the second aspect of the harvest principle;
They have not applied the scythe to the ripe grain.
These illustrations, then, demonstrate the two essential aspects of the harvest principle:

The seed must be planted in the soil

(not the soil in the seed), and the scythe must be applied to the ripe
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grain (not the scythe merely sharpened).

If either of these aspects

are omitted the harvest will fail, and church groHth will be stifled.
This clearly presents the rationale behind the principle, and
also sheds considerable insight into its selection as the premier
principle for implementing the Great Commission into the functioning
of the locar church.
T1-ro additional princ:.ples follow logically from the harvest
principle.

The first is the "reali ty 11 principle, and the second is

the "membership" principle.

THE REALITY PRINCIPLE
The reality principle focuses attention on the necessity of.
personal, one on one involvement in the process of "harvesting. 11

It

is insufficient for those who would see gro\<rth occur in their churches

to commit themselves to a nebulous concept of

11

church growth. 11

Instead

such individuals must dedicate themselves to personal involvement in
one on one confrontations with those they would see -w-on to Christ's
kingdom.
Church growth is not accomplished
masses of humanity;

t~~ough w~nning

nameless

grm-rth occurs when real Christians get involved

in the genuine lives of actual people.

No matter how fervently one

might wish or pray for converts, converts 1-lill not normally come into
existence until they are con.fz:'Onted by someone willing to go to them
and share the claims of Christ.
ening to sit in the safe

11

Admittedly, it is far less threat-

th€ological towers 11 of the local church

sanctuary and pour out heart felt prayers for the lost, but this 1-lill
not bring them to Christ.

Such an approach is much like asking God to
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drop a salvation
to tenns.

11

bomb 11 on the unsaved, and in this way bring them

But Christ has not commissioned Christians to be

11

spiri tual

bombadeers 11 pouring our salvation in a distant and impersonal manner;
rather He has called His disciples to be

11 spiritual

infighters 11

grappling with the forces of the Enemy in intensely personal

11 hand

to

hand 11 combat for the souls of men and wumen Tfiho face a Christless
eternity.
The reality principle, then, mandates a personal involvement
in the dynamic of the Great Commission.

It calls for a heart wrenching

love which compels the would be "harvester" to arise from his posture
of prayer for the lost and put feet to his sincere petitions by
actually becoming part of the salvation process.

Church' grow~h will

not be actualized until it becomes real in the lives of those who desire it; this is the

11

reality" principle.
THE MEMBERSHIP PRINCIPLE

The second concept which derives logically from the harvest
principle is the

11

membership 11 principle.

Lyle E. Schaller in his

book Assimilating New Members suggests that one way to keep people
from becoming part of a local church is to never ask

tha~

to join. 67

wnile this may seem simplistic it is frequently the case that even
when effective evangelistic effort is utilized to bring an indiVidual
to Christ, that indiVidual is not integrated into the membership of
a local congregation.

Part of this may stem from a fear on the part

of the one sharing Christ that he will seem too provincial i f he
seeks to persuade the convert to become a member of the sharer's
church.

More often the struggle simply reflects that the one vlho
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reaches out to share Christ does not really believe that membership
in his own church is truly necessary to the growth and ongoing salvation of the convert.

Usually theoretical speculation enters in at

this point through the argument that "the lost are saved by grace, not
by works, and therefore it is unnecessary to attend church (and certainly unnecessary to join a church) in order to be saved."

A.nd yet

this argument, though presenting an idealized extremity of the doctrine of salvation by grace through faith, in actuality has no more
foundation than so many feet of blue sky.
is that commitment to a local

11
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The truth of the matter

bodyu of Christ is absolutely essential

for the growth and development of all Christians, whether they are new
converts or old saints.
to grow the local church.

This concept must be grasped firmly in order
Kingdom growth (_ghurch growth) vd.ll not

occur until church growth takes place;

this is the membership prin-

ciple.

THE METHODOLOGY PRINCIPLE
The final principle which deals with the implementation of the
Great Commission concerns the area of effective evangelistic methods;
this concept is known simply as the "methodology" principle.
The methodology principle reasons that the emphasis of evangelistic effort should be in terms of methods that have been proved
to make disciples.

Such techniques of necessity vary according to

the unique needs of both the target population and the church doing
the outreach.

The methods should, however, fall in line with the

harvest, the reality, and the membership principles as well as the
identified foundational presuppositions for church growth.
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It follows then that effective methods of evangelistic outreach w'ill involve at least six crucial processes.

The first is the

process of "soil identification, 11 the second is the process of "bridge
building, 11 the third is the process of "presenting the need,
fourth is the process of "presenting the solution,
process of
of

11

11

11

11

the

the fifth is the

challenging for a decision, 11 and the sixth is the process

discipleship. 11
The process of soil identification is based on the harvest

principle, and it deals with the matter of properly qualifying
pects 11 for evangelism so that they become solid
Christ's kingdom.

11

11

sus-

prospects 11 for

Anyone w'ithin reasonable commuting distance of the

church doing the outreach is a suspect (an unqualified possibility)
for church membership in that church.

Only those suspects, however,

who are responsive to outreach (bridge building) are actual prospects
(individuals with whom a bridge of relationship can be built upon
6
which a presentation of the claims of Christ may be made). 9
This identification of soil process becomes

~~

ongoing activity

in which a list of prospects is made, and continually revised, by the
deletion of prospects who have proved unresponsive and the addition
of suspects with whom sufficient contact has been made to qualify
them as new prospects.

The essential thing is that

11

ripe fields"

are discovered so that they may be harvested, and those fields which are
unripe are identified so that a wise decision may be made concerning
the approach which will most effectively bring them to fruition.

For

some individuals (fields) this will mean a respecting of their desire

to be left uncontacted until their unw'illingness to receive outreach
changes.

For others the best approach will call for an ongoing out-
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reach of friendship.

l'fnatever response the potential church manber

may give the essential first step is an identification of their

11

soil. 1170

Once a prospect is identified as receptive to the outreach of
the church the process of bridge building becomes the priority.

This

necessitates a one on one involvement on the part of the harvester
1dth those whom he would reach.

A trust relationship must be developed

between the two ·,fhich will bear the stress of a confrontation with the
claims of Christ.

dhat· needs to be grasped at this point is that the

1

nature of the relationship between outreach worker and potential
church member is redemptive.

The objective is to bring about a pos-

itive response to a request for the opportunity to present the claims
of Christ;
this request

the relationship need only be strong enough to support
w~th

a fair probability of gaining an affirmative answer.

Normally this can be accomplished vnthin two or three meetings with
the prospect, providing that the outreach ·t-rorker has demonstrated a
loving interest coupled id th appropriate efforts to win the potential
church member's trust.
Once the meeting is established (usually at the prospect's
home where tension for him tends to be

minL~ized)

senting the need becomes the focal point.

the process of pre-

Man's need is essentially

for salvation, and yet much outreach fails at the point of persuading
the potential church member of this truth.

Unless the need for sal-

vation is firmly established, it is quite unlikely that a positive
response will be made to Jesus Christ.

But when the need is solidly

presented it forms the logical base upon which to present God's
Divine Provision for man's need.
And this naturally leads into the process of presenting the
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solution to the established need:

Salvation in Jesus Christ.

Viously such a presentation demands a response.

Ob-

A man would be a fool

to ignore so drastic a need, and an even greater fool to ignore so
great a salvation.

Unless, of course, for whatever motivation, that

man chose to reject the validity of either the presented need or the
presented solution.7 1
At this point the process of challenging the potential church
member to make a decision for Christ is the matter needing the greatest
attention.

It is unfortunate that this matter is so poorly appre-

hended by many outreach workers.

Some give up short of actually

calling for a decision, and therefore fail to help the potential
church member face the necessary confrontation.

Others persist too

doggedly in their determination to see a convert

1~n,

and in this way

allienate a prospect who merely needs more time and more love.

Con-

fronting others with the claims of Christ for their lives is a matter
requiring genuine sensitivity to the personhood of fellow human beings;
it is also a conflict which is mandated through the Great Commission
with the commensurate promise that the Holy Spirit is there to empower and to proVide grace.
The final process which must be a part of a successful method
of evangelistic outreach is the aspect of discipleship.

Discipleship

actually begins in its most rudimentarJ form when the convert commits
himself to the local church.

Jesus said,

you are my disciples, that you love one

11

By this will they know that

another~ 172 And even the most

elementary observation of agape love immediately discerns that this
involves personal commitment between individuals.

The evangelistic

method which does not culminate in the convert commiting himself to a
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local church is grievously incomplete.

Evangelism must lead to

discipleship or it is not biblical.
The methodology principle holds, then, that six processes must
be integrated into an evangelistic technique in order for it to be an
effective method of bringing about church growth.

Again, the six

processes are soil identification, bridge building, presenting the
need, presenting the solution, challenging for a decision, and
discipleship.

It is not without significance that the primary evan-

gelistic method of the vJFHC, salvation by appointment, meets all of
these qualifications.?]

And, in the opinion of this writer the

salvation by appointment approach is especially strong in the areas of
bridge building and presenting the need.

This makes the approach

particularly appeahng since these are the two processes most frequently failed in by the outreach workers.
The harvest principle, reality principle, me.'llbership principle,
and methodology principle are the four principles necessary, then, for
the implementation of the Great Commission for the purpose of church
growth.

Once the concepts throug..ll which the Great Commission can be

implemented are grasped it becomes necessary to exert leadership
which will bring about principle actualization.
next section presents the principles lvhich deal
leadership.

Accordingly, the
~-r.i.. th

the influence of

Chapter 5
THE INFLUENCE OF LEADERSHIP
A proper understanding of the Great Commission, the principles
which underlie it, and the processes

~~~hich

actualize it, is the

foundation in Jesus Christ which the church growth discipline seeks

to build.

Once tPis foundation is firmly established it follows that

leadership must be exerted in order to bring the manbership within the
local church into positive harmony with that foundation.

Accordingly,

the next section of this paper describes the church growth principles
which deal with the influence of such leadership.
There are three principles essential to church growth leadership.

These are the catalyst principle, the shepherd principle,

the sanctification principle.

~~d

Each of these principles provide insight

intO a necessary relational leadership quality which is a key to
influencing lay involvement in the church growth process.
THE CATALYST PRINCIPLE
The essential tenet of the catalyst principle is that effective
church growth leadership must operate as a change agent through which
the individuals t.Jho make up the local church move from a stance of
deficient involvement in the fulfillment of the Great Commission to a
process of efficient effort.

This places a sizable burden of respon-

sibility on leadership for developing and utilizing sound interpersonal
relationship techniques, for without sufficient mastery in this area
the would-be church-growth-leader is merely a force of one.
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It is demonstrably true that one man acting alone is a severely limited entity in the ordinary course of human affairs.

But

when one man effectively incorporates others into a ministry of
multiplied contributing efforts, then he is limited only by the size
of his vision and the restraints of reality.
The veracity of this postulation is proven in countless churches
which seem to reach a
quently

t~~s

11

barrier 11 beyond which they cannot grow.

Fre-

barrier surfaces as the church reaches an attendance

level of between one hundred fifty and tv10 hundred people, though for
others the

11

barrier 11 is a much lower figure.

The primary determinant

for the level of the barrier is the catalytic ability of the man who
exerts leadership in that particular congregation.

To the degree that

the church leader is able to extend his ministry through the multiplied efforts of others who share his vision, to that extent his
church wi.ll grow into the actual fulfillment of his vision.

And to

the extent that the leader is unable, or unwilling, to invest respondsibility and commensurate

authority into the hands of others who are

qualified to share the ministry, to that extent a barrier is established.

And it is a barrier that will withstand the impassioned

prayers of the leader himself until that leader recognizes that he has
short-circuited his own desire for growth through his inability/unwi.llingness to multiply the ministry through shared leadership. 74
It is one thing, however, to state that catalytic leadership is
a necessary ingredient for church grov1th, and yet quite another to explain just how such leadership can be made to operate within the local
church.

Research at the WF'r'lC and in the current literature dealing

with this matter suggests that capacity for personal vision, capacity
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to share the vision, and capacity to multiply that vision are the
three necessary operants in catalytic leadership.
First, the pastor who would exert catalytic leadership
his church must cultivate a capacity for visionary thinking.

~.n. thin

This is

virtually a "Schullerism," and yet if there is one area where "possibility thinking" is not only valid, but actually the order for the
day, it is in the area of pastoral leadership. 75

The maxim that

"1d thout a vision the people will perish" is no less true for indi vi-

dual leaders than it is for the people who comprise an entire nation.7 6
And although the development of a consuming vision, a magnificent
obsession, seems to lend itself to certain personalities more than
others, it is also clear that all healthy individuals are capable of
developing visionary capacities.

And for the catalytic church growth

leader the minimum vision can be no less than the fulfillment of the
Great Commission within the effective

co~~unity

encompassed by his

church.
Such Vision seems infinitely beyond the grasp of some leaders.
They have no doubt that

C~d

can accomplish great things through others,

or even that He could (if He wanted to) accomplish great things through
them.

The real battleground for such individuals is grasping the pre-

suppositions of church gro1·rth thinking.
to spiritual and numerical success;

Cod has ordained Christians

to deny this is to overlook the

completely redemptive nature of biblical faith and to substitute instead
a phony "faith" that has no validity in personal experience.
faith is victorious faith;

Biblical

it is faith which emminates visionarJ

involvement in the commands of Christ

~-lith

the confident assurance

that the promises of God are not only for others, but most
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especially

they are for me.

Such an attitude is the necessary first

ingredient in the making of the catalytic leadership.
The second operant necessary for effective catalytic leadership
is the capacity to share the Vision with others.

At first this might

seem a concept so closely related to the cultivating of a vision that
it does not warrant separate treatment, and yet it is a matter of such
importance that the simple presence of this quality earns the man who
demonstrates it the title "visionary."

This capacity for sharing a

vision with others is ultimately a matter of communication, and again
this is a matter which some appear naturally skilled at, but 1vhich
anyone can learn.

Countless courses on effective communication tech-

niques are presently available through both lecture and self study
formats, but any such endeavor extracts a price, and it is a price
which too.many potential church growth leaders seem unvulling to pay.
Personal improvement in any area always requires an investment
of self, and normally in such a way that it involves discomfort.

The

short of the matter is that growth comes as a result of judiciously
administered

11

pain. 11

In terms of learning more effective communi-

cation skills this involves stepping out of the habitual mold of
formed personality through the learning/application of new skills.
And yet it is human nature to seek the level which is most comfortable,
in this case habitually ineffective communication techniques.

This

explains why so few pastors are truly effective catalytic leaders:
The price is simply too great.

However, when the alternative is truly

considered for what it really is, failure to obey God 1 s command to
fulfill the Great Commission, then it becomes apparent that the cost
of succeeding is not merely so great as the cost of failure.

Con-

6J

sequently, the importance of learning to communicate Vision becomes
not only a crucial axiomatic precept, but also a pragmatic necessity.
The third opperant necessary for exerting catalytic leadership
is the capacity to cause others to implement the shared vision,
through their own personal involvement.

The MARC Time Management ma-

terials by Engstrom and Dayton suggest that the key to this process
is through goal ownership.??

And goal ownership is most easily accom-

plished through involving the individuals who must achieve the desired
result in the goal selection process itself.

An exagerated presen-

tation of this concept is gained through the slogan 11 my goals are bad
goals; your goals are good goals; but our goals are excellent" which
is simply a means of emphasizing the value of goals ownership.
The concept of goal ownership is indeed useful when it comes
to catalyzing others into action, but this appraoch is not sufficiently comprehensive to work in all situations, especially those
where leadership direction is not a matter of majority vote, but
rather a matter of obedient followership to the commands of Christ.
In this type of situation the effective leader must actually persuade
his congregation to follow him, and this will frequently involve one
on one confrontation
w~thin

~nth

the church body.

individuals who are centers of influence
This leads into the area of interpersonal

relationship skills, and it is an area which many pastors find to be
their

dow~all.

There are seminars which offer the necessary training

to succeed in this area, and one such program which this writer finds
personally beneficial is the Wilson Learning Corporation seminar
entitled Hanaging Interpersonal Relationships.78
The MIR material presents a model for describing

(w~thout

at-
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tempting to judge) habitual human behaVior.

The assumption is that

people are basically selfish, and that their usual lifestyle

simp~

reflects the methodology personally adopted as the most comfortable
means of manipulating others to achieve what they want.

In line with

this two essential detenninatives for describing personality were developed, one describing the degree to which an individual is habitually assertive and the other describing the degree to 1-:hich an individual is habitually emotive.
of human personality emerge:

Consequently, four broad categories

The first comprised of those who are

strongly assertive and non-emotive (called

11

Driverstt); the second made

up of those who are both strongly assertive and highly emotive (called
11

Expressives 11 ); the third constituted by those who are nonassertive

and highly emotive (called

11

Amiables 11 ); and the fourth comprised of

those who are non-emotive and nonasserti ve (called "Analyticals 11 ) .
The value of this analysis is that it allows not only the
identification of the habitual behavior patterns of individuals with
whom we must deal, but it also proVides insights into the most effective means of -wurking with them.
ciple for Analyticals is

11

For instance the motiYating prin-

Get it (the thing they're working on) right."

Analyticals are technical experts who like to view a problem from every
facet before reaching any decision.

They are not easily motivated by

displays of emotion or by inspiring testimonies;

th~J

prefer the

facts and are much more easily reached through a well reasoned presentation whose basis is in objective statistics rather than subjective opinion.

Analyticals need to be approached from the stand-

point of logic, and
of action is "safe. 11

wi. th

reasonable evidence that the proposed course

Analyticals also need to be given time to con-
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sider proposals and are loathe to make quick decisions.
~~en

this is known about an individual, the process of in-

fluencing him is greatly simplified:

It merely involves a conscious

modification of one's own habitual style in order to accomodate the
needs of the other.

Consequently, versatility of approach is essential

in order to manage interpersor~l relationships successfully.79

The

thing which is germane to the concept of catalytic leadership is that
versatility in interpersonal relationships can be learned, and once
learned applied to persuading others to imple.ment a church grov.'"th
vision.
This concept is of overwhelming significance for the field of
church growth research.

The HIR study offers evidence that anyone can

learn effective leadership skills in the area of interpersonal relationships.

It is not necessary, therefore, for the pastor who desires

to lead his church into growth to have natural talents and abilities
for leadership.

Such skills are learnable, and more to the point, the

ability to utilize these learned skills does not depend on habitual
personality orientation;

rather, it depends upon the willingness of

the leader to apply himself to practicing flexability in interpersonal
relationships.
As a result, then, the capacities for personal Vision, sharing
the vision, and persuading others to implement the Vision (all are
necessary ingredients in the makeup of the catalytic leader) are
learnable processes.

The idea that some pastors can never become

catalytic leaders who are effective in leading their churches into
gro1-rth is a distortion of the truth.

The

tr~th

of the matter is that

only those leaders viho choose to not learn the necessary skills
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(whether by design or by ignorance) consign themselves to failure as
effective church growth leaders.

THE SHEPHERD PRINCIPLE
The second principle necessary to church groHth leadership is
the shepherd principle.

This principle derives from the a.Y1alo gy of

the good shepherd who leads his flocks by going before them, as
opposed to the rancher vrho pushes his herd from behind.

The key

implication of this principle in terms of church growth is that the
leader who desires his church to experience conversion growth must
first d enonstrate it himself.

It is not enough for the pastor to tell

his people about evangelism and discipleship, no matter how eloquently
or ho1<1 frequently te may expound the virtue of these activities.
it is not enough for the pastor to claim that those whom he has

And
11

won 11

to Christ inside the confines of the church building are his demonstration of applied personal evangelism and discipleship.
leadership must instead be genuinely

11

T~~e

in front of the flock":

The

pastor who wants his congregation to do evangelistic outreach in the
homes of his community must himself do evangelistic outreach in the
homes of his community.

Only a demonstrable self actualization of

the "preachment" Hill serve the purpose of leadership example, and
so long as the pastor desires his congregation to excel in personal
evangelism he must himself continue to do the sa.'Tle.

This is the crux

of the shepherd principle, and it is absolutely vital to effective
church growth leadership.
Certainly one of the greatest tragedies of the Church has been
the shift from the effective practice of personal evangelism and dis-
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cipleship to the mere study of the same.

And the blame for such a

shift must be squarely placed where it belongs, on the shoulders of
the pastors and other Church leaders who are responsible for the promulgation of the faith and the training of the faithful.
Fortunately, there are yet places 1.Jhere the church leader can
gain the necessary training to do personal evangelism and discipleship.
These places are the churches which are actually fulfilling the Great
Commission as a way of life.

c. Peter 1,'iagner commends Kennedy 1 s

church in Fort Lauderdale as the best place to receive such training,
and this writer recommends for the same purpose a personal internship
(even if for only a few days) with the HFMC stai'f.

The essential

thing is that the potential church leader gain personal experience at
the hands of a successful personal evangelist Hho can demonstrate and
teach the proper techniques.
Leadership credibility results when the pastor actually practices what he preaches.

And in terms of church growth leadership the

demonstration of personal evangelism and discipleship is particularly
critical;

indeed, it is the necessary application of the shepherd

principle.
THE SANCTIFICATION PRINCIPLE
The third principle necessary for effective church gro\ith
leadership is the sanctification principle.

As one might expect this

precept deals with the matter of leadership consecration
and personal empowerment for service by the Holy Spirit.

~o

Christ

Certainly

the entire church growth approach would fail without the moving of
the Holy Spirit through men who are

11

sold out 11 to Christ.

Dr. Gerald
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Dillon may 1vell describe the necessity for personal consecration Hhen
he reminds his students at :,{ES that ''if they would be empowere:l for
true spiritual ministry they must have their all on the alter;

the

fire of God falls only on the sacrifice that is on the alter."

And

is the

11

1. T..

fire of God" (the indwelling Holy Spirit) that empowers for

service.
This graphically depicts the necessary heart attitude for
successful ministry in general, and effective church growth leadership
in particular.

The -v;ould-be-leader is only "clanging cymbals and

tinkling brass" so long as he strives to serve in his own strength.
In terms of the second presupposition upon which the church growth
principles are based, Christ must build His Church.
dare not attempt to build His Church in our

ow~

T.'le must not, i-re

strength.

Instead we

must be set aside for Christ, cleansed by the Holy Spirit, and thereby
empowered for the ministry of participatory Kingdom growth.
The crucial dynamic of the consecration principle is that it
takes Spirit filled leaders to direct men into Spirit filled ministry. ·
As a result would be church growth leaders must apprehend both the
experiential application of Spirit filled ministry and the fundamentals of challenging others into the sa.11e.

The precepts involved

in challene;:.ng others into the Spirit filled life are more naturally
subsumed under the discipleship principle which is itself discussed in
the section entitled "Principles Dealing with the Involvement of the
Lai tyo 1180

Accordingly, the reader is directed to that section for a

more detailed treatment of the topic.

It is sufficient at this point,

then, to simply note that the key concepts behind the discipleship
principle are personal involvement, genuineness of relationship, and

integration of the Great Commission into that relationship.
\vi th these things in mind attention is now focused on the
matter of apprehending the experiential application of Spirit filled
ministry.

This is resolved when two questions are answered:

how does one get a

11

clean heart" (a loose expression for the santifi-

cation process); and second, how does one maintain a
The answer to both questions is
toward ambiguity.

First,

11

by faith,

11

u clean

heart ? 11

and yet this

tends~

What is meant is that the clean heart relationship

is bestowed through the ministry of the Holy Spirit in the life of the
believer as he believes that God has indeed made him holy, and then
lives in accordance with that belief.

It is not so much a faith as-

sertion about perfect, unfailing performance in the Christian walk as
it is a relationship of completeness between the believer and the
Holy Spirit.

In this relationship the believer purposes. through a

genuine intent of his heart (the seat of his will) to 1dthhold no
part of his life from Christ, and through the empoi·mrment of the
Spirit to walk in the light as Christ is in the light.

The promise of

Scripture is that the believer ivho enters into such a relationship will
be cleansed from all unrighteousness, another metaphor for being made
holy.
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The significance of such a relationship is that it empowers
for service, and more to the point, it brings about Spirit filled
ministry which is a necessary condition for true church
.

cribed in presupposition two.

82

grow~h

as des-

That this is true is perhaps best

illustrated through the analogy of an automobile and its dependency
upon gasoline in order to function.

No matter how well constructed

a standard automobile may be, it simply will not operate without fuel.
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This is much the condition of the individual t.;ho lacks the empowering
of the Holy Spirit;

no matter how well trained (or how sincere) that

individual may be, he will accomplish nothing of value through purely
human effort.
Not Born

'....ralter A. Henrichsen in his book Disciples .il.re Hadethe futility of effort apart from the Spirit

da~onstrates

when he points out that the only

11

things 11 in the vrorld of eternal

8
value are the souls of men and the Word of God. 3 And yet the Scriptures teach that the

11

key 11 to both the souls of men and the Hard of

God is the Holy Spirit;

His indwelling presence is indeed the llfuel"

necessary to operate the

11

machinery 11 of the Great Commission.

It is important to keep in mind, hOi·Jever, that the empowering
of the Holy Spirit for ministry is obstructed by sin which brings
about an unclean heart.

And it is an experiential truth that even

Spirit filled Christians do fall short of the glory of God, particularly in areas that deal with emotions and

te~perments.

And no matter

what theological abstraction of this dilemma is attempted, the fact
remains that such actions are

11

sin. 1184

lmat is needed, then, is an

ongoing cleansing of the heart wherein the believer in continually
made holy, and wherein he continually responds to the leading of the
Holy Spirit.

And in this frameHork when the believer discovers that

he has fallen short of God 1 s best for his life, he responds to the
Spirit and obeys His leading.

In this the believer is continually

empowered, continually cleansed, and continually in a state of apprehension of the experiential application of the Spirit filled life.
And this is the objective of the sanctification principle.
At this point it is appropriate to list again the three principles which deal with the influence of leadership on church growth
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as discussed in the preceding pages.

They are the catalyst principle,

the shepherd principle, and the sanctification principle.

Each of

these describes an aspect necessary for successful leadership.

The

principles which deal u"i.th the direct involve.'!lent of the laity in
the church gro;.rth process are detailed in the next section.

Chapter 6
THE INVOLVEMENT OF THE LAITY

There are three principles which describe the dynamics of lay
involvement in the fulfillment of the Great Commission.

They are the

discipleship principle, the body-ministry principle, and the fellaHship principle.

It must be noted at the outset, however, that any
'

diVision of Christians into the categories
artificial at best. 8 5

11

clergy" and

11

lai ty

11

is

The maintenance of such terminology in this

paper, is, nontheless, justified, first of all on the basis that there
is an administrative distinction between leadership and followership,
and second through the fact that most church members maintain such a
distinction.

What is essential to grasp at this point is that these

principles emphasize the involvement of all Christians, not merely
the fulltime "professionals, 11

in the business of fulfilling the Great

Commission.
THE DISCIPLESHIP PRINCIPLE

T'ne discipleship principle is undergirded by the three concepts of personal involvement, genuineness of relationship, and
spiritual integration.

Each of these concepts deals with a specific

aspect of the one on one relationship between discipler and disciple
necessary for fulfillment of the Great Commission.

The concept of

personal involvement points out the quantitative aspect of such a
relationship:

It is costly;

it involves the investment of self on

a large scale into the life of another.
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It is also the most fre-
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quently omitted step in the discipleship process.
The tendency of the present age is to both want and to expect
immediate results.

There simply is not enough time, from the stand-

point of this rationale, to develop longterm relationships.

Short-

term relationships and quick results are the order of the.day.
Unfortunately, this trend is widely applied within the Church;

Chris-

tian leaders today, like their secular counterparts, do not have time
for longterm relationships.

Consequently, discipleship is rarely

utilized as an evangelistic technique;

instead weekend seminars, six

week Sunday School classes, or a Horkshop on the uFour Spiritual Law-stt
are injected into the life of the average church
such programs will infuse the

11

w~th

the hope that

miracle drug" of evangelistic effec-

tiveness into the body's efforts.

The pathetic impact of this approach

can be viewed in churches in virtually every American community, and
yet these churches for the most part continue in their halting 1.;ay to
seek "the right" evangelistic program.
The tragic error behind these frustrated efforts is the faulty
belief that evangelism is a program;

it is decidely not a program.

Instead, evangelism is a process, a process based on long term personal relationships.

The pastor who would see significant growth in

his church must not only demonstrate soul winning through his personal
efforts, he must also invest himself into the life of one or tio.ro
faithful men who are qualified for training in personal evangelism.
In short, the pastor must find himself a

TL~othy,

86

and if possible a

Titus, and pour significant and consistent quantities of his personal
time into their development.

This is the necessary and sufficient

first step toward implamenting the discipleship principle.
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The logical outgrov-rth of significant personal involvement (a
quantitative dynamic) is genuineness of relationship (a qualitative
dynamic).

This quality must operate on both sides of the relationship

in order for the discipleship process to advance into the step of
spiritual integration.

The discipler must exhibit a true Christlike

concern for the disciple's advancement, a concern that goes beyond the
pleasant platitudes of superficiality and gets into the deep levels of
11

gut 11 interaction.

The discipler must be willing to not only accept

the disciple unreservedly, but also to

11

corner 11 him 1dth a true

evaluation which ackno;.;led ges the disciple's actual
gress in Christ.

and pro-

It is obvious that this must be a two way street;

the discipler must accept evaluation and
disciple as >-Tell.

~si tion

tt gut 11

interaction from the

In other 1.rords the genuineness of the discipling

relationship must be characterized by a true transparency in which
two real people, both 1vi th limitations and shortcomings, confront one
another in Christian love and yet still maintain mutual acceptance.
The discipler must not establish himself as a "tin god 11 who lords his
supposed authority over the disciple.
the servant example, and in

11

Rather the discipler comes as

'\·rashing the disciple's f eet 11 the discipler

vividly portrays the proper relation of brother to brother.
The qualitative aspect of the discipling relationship is an
essential factor for the successful fulfillment of the discipling
process.

This is so much the case that Jesus spent an entire night in

prayer before selecting the twelve apostles. 87

It is apparent that He

spent a good deal of time in thought as well as in prayer before making
His decision, and this is the model for all disciplers as they prepare

to challenge men to discipleship.

There is a basic

11

formula," however,
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which describes the essential qualities a man must posess in order
to qualify for discipleship:

The potential disciple must be faithful,

available, and teachable (easily remembered by the achronym "FA?").
If a potential disciple lacks any of these three distinctives, he

w~ll

not be able to contribute true genuineness to a discipling relationship
and he must be disqualified.
vmen the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the discipleship relationship are present (personal involvement and genuineness
of relationship) the discipleship process must then focus attention on
the matter of spiritual integration.

In other w-ords the soundly based

discipleship relationship must be moved from the foundation of trust/
fellowship to the field of Great Commission fulfillment.
includes the process of spiritual

gro"~-.rth,

be seen as Great Commission fulfillment.

This

but maturity alone must not
Rather, the ultimate end of

the discipleship process must be to bring the disciple into mature
spiritual reproduction.

In short the discipleship process is not

complete until the disciple is himself a disciple making disciple.
The "how" of accomplishing this task is as varied as the unique
needs of the individual disciple, but one thing must remain constant
in all discipling relationships:

The inclusion of "on the job training"

as a part of the discipling process.

In other words the disciple must

see the discipler in action, not merely in the artificial security of
his study.

The discipler must take the disciple wi.th him as he makes

evangelistic visits, as he handles the struggles of his own personal
life, and ultimately the discipler must bring the disciple to the
point where he, the disciple, can lead people to Christ and disciple
them on his own.

This is the meaning of spiritual integration in terms
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of the discipleship process.
THE BODY MINISTRY PRINCIPLE
The next principle which deals with the involvement of the
laity in the church growth process is the body-ministrJ principle.
This principle asserts that all members of the local congregation have
the spiritual office of "minister" in that body.

This is simply to

assert that ever] Christian is called to a ministrJ; even pastors are
simply ministers (Christians) who are called to the particular ministry of "shepherding the flock."

It is absolutely essential for

Christians to sincerely embrace this truth in order for the local
church to achieve optimal growth.

.And a further fundamental aspect

of this. principle is not only that all Christians are called to fervent ministry for Christ, but also that they are equiped for such ministrJ.
This matter of spiritual empowerment is limited by the individual believer's apprehension of the biblical presentation of
spiritual gifts.

And in many instances this limitation is compounded

by either faulty or insufficient teaching by that believer's church.
It must be noted, too, that many leaders are leary of spiritual gifts
as a result of the commonly made connection between the gifts and the
views of the Pentecostal churches.

It is obviously a wise stance to

desire a balanced biblical approach to the matter of the gifts and to
avoid that which is extreme.

The fear of the ''charismaniac• (one who

does not take a balanced, biblical approach to the gifts) does not
justify, however, being non-charismatic.

The true charismatic is one

who accepts and applies the Scriptural teachings concerning gifts, and
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the first and foremost of these teachings is that the gifts were
88
given for the upbuilding of the Church.
This one truth alone not
only justifies, but actually necessitates the implementation of a
sound doctrine of spiritual gifts in order to actualize church growth.
And the reason i.S.
fulfill the

ve~J

th.i:~;

The gifts were given that the Church might

objective of the church growth discipline.

It is interesting to note that the 11'/FMC staff indicated that
the utilization of spiritual gifts i-li thin the body ministry of their
church had a comparatively small impact on their present growth.
was also corroborated by the fact that the

over~.;helming

This

majority of

evangelistic effort was accomplished by the staff members themselves.
The staff also indicated, however, that they felt spiritual gifts were
Vitally important for the efficient implementation of church growth
principles.

In addition, discussions with the staff brought out a

recent emphasis on making the me.rnbers of the church aware of their
gifts and training them to utilize these gifts for effsctive ministry.
As a result, the empirical evidence at IVFMC suggests that an
e.mphasis on spiritual gifts is not necessary in order to de.monstrate
solid church grmrth.

Hm-rever, to realize optimal church growth the

principle of body-ministrJ ( i-l'hich is firmly founded on a biblical
apprehension of spiritual gifts) must be actualized.
THE FELLOWSHIP PRINCIPLE

The third and final principle dealing

w~th

the involvement of

the laity in the achievement of church grotrth is the fellowship
principle: which postulates that the members of the church must be
intimately involved in the process of ministering a loving, caring
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felloi?Ship.

Ray Ortluncl proposes a model which this writer believes

best fascilitates this type of felloi?Ship. 89

Ortlund suggests that

the 1va.y to keep the fellowship Within a growing church intimate is to
organize the church in terms of the cell, congregation, and celebration
format.

In this approach the cell, or small (no more than twelve)

fellowship group (also known as Koinonia groups), is the unit of mutuality within the overall membership.

The objective is to funnel

every member into a koinonia group of some type (possibly a home 3ible
study).

This maintains intimate personal fellowship within a group

small enough to be truly responsive to individual needs and personali ties.

Such a group also enhances the possibility of leadership

responsiveness by putting members into situations where they have
regularly recurring, direct access to "the highest authori ty 11 (the
fellowship leader) within their cell.
As a result members find it easy, even within large congregations, to sense and to promote a general attitude of love and concern within the greater church body.

TP~s

fosters an atmosphere of

warmth and personal involvement which registers positively with
visitors and in turn produces obvious benefits in terms of growth.
Cell structure alone is insufficient, however.
~~st

There must also

specific congregational structures within the growing church.

These structures normally range in size from fifty to one-hundred
fifty members, and they provide the church with the constructs necessary for the "loose" fellow-ship normally associated
small (one-hundred fifty or Less) church.

wi. th

the typical

This is normally the level

of first interaction with visitors, and in many large churches it
surfaces in the form of Sunday School classes.
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The essential thing for church growth is that Visitors are
directed to a "congregation" -viithin the church in vrhich they sense a
genuine attitude of fellowship (actually fostered by the smaller
koinonia groups), and yet where they can, if they so choose, remain
"anonymous."

This does not mean that the congregation as a whole

does not take note of them; it does mean, however, that the congregation is sufficiently large so that the visitor need not feel conspicous.

And the opposite is also true, the congregation must be

sufficiently small so that the visitor does not feel lost in a Virtual
sea of unknown faces.
The congregation is also the ideal level for leadership identification of visitors with concurrent informal outreach through
"getting acquainted" and "bridge building 11 processes.

Such inter-

action should lead to acquiring at least the name, address, and phone
number of the visitor as well as to the attainment of qualifying information which establishes the
the individual.

11

type of soil" (spiritual status) of

It should be noted here that this homogeneity of

cell-congregational structures is an embodiment of the homogeneous
ur~t

principle.

Accordingly, this writer treats the homogeneous unit

concept as a subdivision of the fellowship principle.9°
The third level of fellowship necessary for the fostering of
loving and caring congregations is that of celebration.

This is where

all the assembled congregations meet for a joyous worship of

C~d.

The

indiVidual finds it easy to relax within this setting, though there
may be countless members he does not knovl.

His security rests in the

fact of the entire membership's unity in Christ, and more pragmatically,
in the fact that he has intimate fellowship w"'i th the members of his
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cell group as Hell as moderately close fellowship vii.th tlle members
of his congregation.

Consequently, the entire church exudes an

atmosphere of positive fello\·rship which enhances the opportunities for
grm.rth.

An.cl this is the objective of the fellowship principle.

· In review, then, the three principles 1vhich deal Hi th the involvement of the laity in the church

gro~orth

process are the dis-

cipleship principle, the body-ministry principle, and the fellowship
principle.

The subsequent section of this paper describes the prin-

ciples which deal with the investment of church effort in meeting needs
as a means of stimulating growth.

Chapter

7

THE INVESTMENT OF EFFORT IN MEETING NEEDS
The essential 9QStulation for this section is that churches
grow through meeting the needs of the people they w-ould >vin, and
churches preserve their growth through continuing to meet the needs
of the people they w-ould keep.

And yet to say this is merely to trans-

mit a kind of intuitive "you know 1..rhat I mean" message in terms of the
actual concepts which are involved.

There are two principles,

which lend concreteness to the idea of meeting needs;

hoi-rever~

these are the

redemptive balance principle and the follo>v through principle.

THE REDE11PTIVE BALA.i'JCE PRINCIPLE
The redemptive balance principle asserts that there is a direct
relationship between appropriate

11

need meeting" effort and the degree

of positive impact upon the church growth rate.

Put another way, some
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efforts are effective in terms of promoting growth and others aren't.

The job of leadership is to concentrate the resources of the church
into areas which effectively meet the needs of those who

w~ll

respond

to Christ, and at the same time to identify and cultivate relationships
with those individuals who are not currently responsive but 1.;ho may at
a subsequent point in time become

11

ripe unto the harvest."

The direct application of this principle is that all church
programs require evaluation in

ter~s

of their ultimate impact upon

the area of meeting peoples needs redemptively.

The great

11

cancer 11

which manifests itself as a sort of "creeping rot 11 within most churches
81

82
is programming oriented primarily toward program maintenance rather
than the actual meeting of the needs of those who would respond to
Christ.

As a result the evangelistic cutting edge of these churches

is all but buried under the crushing weight of corrrrni ttee structure
and bureaucratic process.

The spiritual myopia produced from such

effort is all too often characterized by leadership \-iho plug people
into organizational slots much the way a maintenance man puts cogs
into a machine

11

in order to keep it running."

Church is not to keep

11

The objective of the

the machinery" running; the objective of the

Church is to fulfill the Great Commission.

EverJ effort expended

within the Church must ultimately be balanced against the redemption
mandate of Christ, and the cost of the effort must be analyzed in
terms of its ultimate productivity.

Worship, prayer, Bible study,

and fellowship are all integral parts of spiritual existence, but
even these

11

activities 11 bring no glory to wd i f their ultimate

application does not draw men nearer to the Father. And drawing men
nearer to the Father is the process of redemption.

Accordingly, it

is appropriate to evaluate church effort on the scale of redemptive
balance and then wisely select the types and amounts of effort which
are most likely to minister redemptively to the needs of people.

THE FOLLOW L{ROUGH PRINCIPLE
Such an approach leads naturally to the question of follow
through on expended effort.

The follow through principle reasons

that effort expended in meeting the needs of people is insufficient
unless it leads to redemptive confrontation.

In other words "the cup

of cold water 11 ;nust actually be offered in the name of the Lord.

8)

Those ''hose needs are being met must somehow be confronted throug.'f) the
need meeting process with the Spirit of Christ who works through the
efforts of the local church.
A common area where this is altogether missed by most churches
is in the youth 1-1ork of their Christian education departments.

Such

departments usually expend considerable amounts of effort in providing
a sound Sunday School curriculum, and perhaps youth activity clubs
and separate youth worship services as well.

The problem with

aL~ost

all effort expended in this area is the tendency toward severe short
sightedness.

The spiritual needs of the young people themselves are

normally met in a limited way, but the comprehensive needs of the
young people's families are rarely even uncovered.

Arn this lack of

.,_.;holistic family ministry results in a high drop out rate as these
young people who faithfully participated in youth programs through
their primary years go through high school and enter college.
Usually this trend is accounted for by the declining moral
code in contemporary culture which exerts strong pressure upon young
people to disassociate themselves from institutions promoting an
11

antiquated u system of ethics, but this writer believes that the

cause of such spiritual morbidity is even more fundamental than the
mere question of ethics.

The root actually lies in the failure of

the Church to rr..inister redemptively to the needs of the total family.
It is not enough to proVide the young people who attend church
with a program geared to their age level capacities, no matter how
excellent the program content may be.

The leaders of such programs

must get into the homes of their young people, identify the total
needs of the family (especially the spiritual needs of the parents).
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and then minister redemptively to the needs of the entire family.
Without such an approach there is a strong likelihood that the
people

w~ll

J~ung

not receive the necessary parental modeling and home

training to resist the onslaught of anti-Christian mores.

This is

essentially the thrust of the Basic Youth Conflicts approach:
people are most effectively

~~n

Young

to Christ and kept in Him through

mature Christian parents.
Consequently, in terms of the follo-vr through principle, programs of Christian education which do not confront the student's total
family are deficient;

they lack follow through.

This applies to every facet of ministry effort on the part of
the Church.

The question must continually be raised,

trying to do through this program?"

11

\vhat are we

And the answer must be made in

terms of ultimate redemptive confrontation through meeting the needs
of people who will respond to Christ.
It is not enough to merely teach a "good" Sunday School
lessono

Instead it must be demanded,

11

vlhat is the redemptive thrust

of this lesson; have I met my redemptive goal; and have I fo llo1.;ed
through to adequate redemptive confrontation with the student's
family?"

\vithout adequate follm.r through the ministry effort is at

best deficient, if not altogether ineffective.

And the maintenance

of effort which is at once effective and efficient is the key concern
for the follow through principle.
It should be noted, hmvever, that the application of the
principle of redemptive balance and the follow through principle is
a leadership objective most easily accomplished through the incorporation of sound management techniques.

Accordingly, the next sec-
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tion of this paper deals with this aspect of church gro\v-th ministr-y o

Chapter 8
THS INCORPORATION OF SOUND MANAGEivlENT TECHNIQUES

The field of church administration is one which has garnered
considerable attention in recent years as more and more pastors and
other church leaders have butted squarely against the staunch limitations imposed by management ineffectiveness. 92

The job of

management is to get things done through people, and yet this has
historically been one of the weakest areas of church leadership.

This

is so much the case that in some churches the congregations maintain
that it is uniquely the pastor's job to fulfill the Great Commission
(and to minister in general), not theirs.

\-ihat i,s Horse, some pastors

have undertaken their ministry as if they literally believed that
this is true.

As a result, the ministry effort in these churches has

been a one man shO'I-l, and it has gained one man results.
There are six principles, h01-.rever, which help to overcome this
pitfall and which promote effective management.

These are the

priority principle, the staff principle, the authority principle, the
co~~unication

principle, the task principle, and the evaluation

principle.
THE PRIORITY PPJNCIPLE

The priority principle derives from the concepts presented by
Engstrom and Dayton and simply asserts that all effort must be applied
on a prioritized basis dependent upon the contemplated action's
relationship to the given

stata~ent

of purpose.
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In other words action
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must be allignoo with purpose, and effort must be expended in the
manner and sequence which best accomplishes this purpose.
This necessitates a clearly delineated statement of purpose
which serves as an all encompassing reason for being.
ment of this statement of purpose must then be broken

The fulfilldo>m

into

manageable steps (goals) which bear a functional relationship to the
achievement of the stated purpose.

These goals must be prioritized

(set into a value framework which establishes the order of importance of each goal), and then plans must be made which lay out the
chronological series of actions steps which must be accomplished in
order to meet the goals.

Ultimately, the process of progress

evaluation and additional planning must also be implemented, but the
key process is the coordination of purpose, goals, priorities, and
plans.
The area of greatest weakness in most churches in terms of
the priority principle is the failure of leadership to actually
identify their church's purpose.

And a church whose leadership has

no unified sense of purpose is like a ship without a rudder:
meanders, but it never gets anywhere.

It

Accordingly, the first order

of business for any church is to determine their purpose.
It is the contention of this 1-rri ter that all churches should
state their purpose in terms of fulfilling the Great Commission.

The

purpose may· be stated without the explicit words "Great Commission"
(possibly a benefit if the chosen wording conveys the

me~~ing

in less

technically Christian terms), but this must be the emphasis of the
statement.

Such a statement will, if adhered to,

the crucial category of making disciples of

11

align effort into

all the world, 11 a
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necessary step for Church growth.
Failure to adhere to the priority principle earns umranted
results, but even devotion to the principle will not guarantee the
desired outcome if the purpose is not clearly matched 1-Ji th appropriate
effort.

An example of this is the methodology of campaign evangelism.

Campaign evangelism seeks to fulfill the Great Commission through
mass meetings in which the Gospel is presented with a strong emphasis
on "decisions" for Christ.
these

11

The problem with this approach is that

decisions" seldom result in commitment to a local body of

Christians (discipleship), and as a result the ultimate salvation of
those who make such

11

decisions 11 is strongly suspect. 93

in this approach, then, is not in its purpose;

The failure

rather the failure is

in utilizing an ineffective measuring stick (the number of "decisions")
in measuring the fulfilL'llent of the stated purpose.

The stri Vi.ng for

"d ecisions 11 is a goal which makes only a limited contribution to the
overall objective of fulfilling the Great Commission.

Consequently,

the process of coordinating purpose, goals, priorities, and plans is
one of utmost importance in terms of implementing the priority
principle for church growth.
THE MULTIPLE STAFF PRINCIPLE

The multiple staff principle which asserts that churches grow
as they develop an adequate multiple staff speaks directly to the
problem of the pastor who is expected to do everything.
one man can only do so much.

Obviously,

The logical step to expanding the

pastor 1 s work capacity is to get him some more help, and its equally
logical at this point to axpect in must churches that the finance
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co~~itee

will offer resistance to such a suggestion.

argument normally ensues:

II•+'
..:.....L.

-'-h
'
,
~.i. e cr..urcn

fu.'lds to hire additional staff 11 ;
11

't~as

A circular

growing, there would be

this statement then is countered by

If the church hired more staff, the additional staff "..;auld generate

growth. 11

The usual result is a decision to increase staff when

gro1rth (and the budget) Harrants the expansion in leadership;

this,

however, seldom occurs.
There are two solutions to this d.ilemma, and 8oth of them are
applications of the mutiple staff principle.

The first solution is

to train lay members to assume positions as full staff members.

Lay

staff t·rill not ordinarily be able to contribute full-time effort, but
they allow the pastor to expand his capabilities and to extend tis
ministry through the t-rilling hands of other men.
is a direct application of the maxim that

11

In other words it

ma.."1agement is getting

things done through people. 11
Tvro things tend to hinder the application of the concept of
lay staff in the typical church.

The first is the pastor himself.

Quite frankly many clergymen are not sufficiently secure in themselves to share ministerial authority Hi th others, especially the
11

unoroained 11 laity.9

4

And yet without the sharing of authority, the

vesting of vrork responsibility is futile.

The pastor must be '\>lilling

to build up his staff (and this is true of ordained staff as T,.;ell) into
positions of effective ministry
commensurate authority.

~-rhich

match responsibility \vi th

This necessitates the "letting go" of direct

control over the ministry areas invested in the staff and adds instead
the need to hold others accountable for ministr; performance.

This

in itself is a threatening proposition for most men, and explains in
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part why few actually succeed at leading multiple staff ministries.
The skills necessary for this type of leadership can ':::le learned,
ho~,rever,

through diligent study and personal application of inter-

personal relationship techniques. 95
The second probl611 which hinders lay multiple staff is the attitude of the congregation itself.

Unfortunately a large number of

lay people harbor the idea that only ordained ministers minister.
is difficult for these individuals to grasp the body-ministry principle.9
As a result the pastor himself is in the best position to instruct his
congregation on the biblical vi ev-r of ministry as something all
Christians are called to perform.
In terms of lay staff participation it is worth noting that
Jesus himself utilized this approach for ministry.
Delamarter

shre~.,rdly

And as George

observed, Jesus had a tHelve man full-time staff

before He even had a congregation.

This adds Height to the argumel'lt

that the first place to search for staff involvement is within the
congregation itself.

Accordingly, it is reasonable to assert that the

development of volunteer lay staff is the initial solution to the
need for multiple staff.
The second solution to the need for multiple staff is to hire
additional staff.

Unless there is a clearly demonstrable need for

such staff along with sufficient economic resources to \·Tarrant the
increase, additional paid staff is ill advised.

The reason for this

is that staff increases usually do not provide direct growth;
they tend to meet already existing ministry needs.

instead

The one exception

to this "r-ule of thu..11b 11 is the staff member who actually involves
himself in effective personal evangelism on a scale sufficient to

6
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support his salary needs.
members;

This should be the case

~~th

all staff

however, it rarely is.

Usually the first three additions to the local church are
staff members

~vho

\vork, and Music.

minister in the areas of Christian Education, Youth
And yet the 1-1ork tvhich needs to be done in order to

enhance growth is personal evangelism and discipleship.

This obvious

discrepancy contributes to the lack of growth most churches experience.
It does not negate, however, the need for multiple staff in order to
bring about growth.

Rather, the Church must face the need and its

leadership involve themselves whole heartedly in the processes of
finding and training staff (whether it is lay or clergy) to minister
effectively in personal fulfillment of the Great Commission.

THE AUTHORITY PRINCIPLE
The authority principle flows directly from the application
of the principle of multiple staff.

The concept involved delineates

into the factors of span of control and accountability.

First, the

pastor must realistically evaluate his span of control, that is he
must grapple

~nth

his time and talent limitations.

There are only

twenty-four hours in each day and yet the needs for effective church
growth ministry go beyond this.

The pastor needs to recognize this

and choose those areas he himself must personally attend to, as lvell
as those areas he can delegate to others.

The pastor's talent

limitations force him to staff his weaknesses in order to succeed in
effective comprehensive ministry.

This becomes a matter of facing the

truth that each pastor has areas of leadership where others could
minister more effectively.

This can be a real struggle for the man
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who sees the pastoral role as the "everything man,

11

and

~orho

comfortable sharing the ministry of his church with others.

is not
Sharing

the ministry with others is a necessity if the pastor is to stay within
his span of control in a growing church; the only other alternative
is to keep the church from growing through ineffective

minist~J,

and

this, unfortunately, is >vhat many leaders end up doing.
Besides span of control the authority principle also involves
the factor of accountability.

The church growth pastor must himself

demonstrate accountability to Christ and to his congregation, and he
must require accountability from his staff.

Staff accountability

actually insures that the senior pastor is the one who is responsible
for the church ministry.

But it is a responsibility which cascades

backward from those whom the senior pastor has entrusted with the
authority for specific areas of ministry.
There are many leadership stances concerning accountability and
these range all the way from laissez faire to autocratic approaches.
Management

effectiveness studies indicate, however, that no one style

is best in all situations.

Rather, flexibility in style

>~i.th

a

calculated sensitivity to the needs of the individaul or group being
led is the best approach. 97
THE

cor~!MUNI CATION

PRINCIPLE

The incorporation of sound management techniques for church
growth requires in addition the utilization of the principle of
effective communication.

The spiritual application of this is to

assert the need for good horizontal (wi.th God), inner (wi.th self),
and vertical (wi.th others) relationships.

Certainly this is the
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foundation, but Hhat is postulated here is that church gror.-rth is
limi tee by leadership ability to communicate effectively Hi thin
multiple staff structures.

Ineffective communication on this level

will mar the ability of the staff to lead effectively, or even to
communicate adequately to the people they w-ould serve.
Hultiple staff leadership requires transparency of relationship
based on the presupposition that GJd is tvorking in the life of the
other, and that Cod 1.Jill help each staff member to act and respo:1d
in Christlike love to that other.
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This leads to the ability to

establish Spirit led confrontation Hhere communication roadblocks are
encountered, and to trust God sufficiently that transparency can be
maintained even in these situations.
Effective communication is ultimately the key to good interpersonal relationships, and again it is a skill which can be learned
through appropriate study and personal application. 99
Ultimately, such relationships are based on demonstrated
personal integrity which produces the necessary trust for effective
communication.

And where integrity is lacking it must 'oe cultivated.

The personal motivation of staff members must never be impugned;
performance may be evaluated, but the development of the other's
integrity must always be sought.

It is in this way that staff members

build one another up and establish effective communication.
THE TASK PRINCIPLE
The fifth principle dealing with the incorporation of sound
management techniques is the task principle.

The essential concept

here is that leadership must become task oriented in oroer to gain

optimal efficiency.

Ttis is nothing more ttan management by

oojective Hhere the tasks are simply goals 1vhich lead to the !'ulfillment of the organization's stated purpose.

It is foundational

to the effective wrking of the management process, hoHever, that
objectives must be broken down into manageable goals, and then the
goals delineated into the steps necessarJ in order to accomplish
the.rn.
The

WB~C

utilizes

P~1T

charts for effectiveness in this area,

and although this is not the only technique which efficiently leads

to systematized task accomplishment, it is nonetheless both adequate
and appropriate for church leadership utilization.

Accordingly, this

writer commends its value in applying the task principle for church

THE EVALUATION PRINCIPLE
The sixth and final principle involving sound management
techniques is the evaluation principle.

The application of this

principle is obvious, and yet it is frequently omitted by church
leadership.

The evaluation principle reasons that churches grow when

their leaders perform pragmatic analysis on the overall ministry
effort.

Pastors frequently cringe at this idea since it involves

accounting for expended effort in comparison with results obtained.
All too often there is a critical d espari ty b eti~·ee.'1 the two, and the
pastor may well feel uncomfortable when confronted with it.

There

are, ho1.;ever, hJo 1-1ays of working t-lith this problem 1-1hich can transform the evaluation process into a pleasurable and profitable experience for all concerned.

First, the pastor can actively apply the shepherd principle to his
personal ministry.

In other words the

pas~or

can demonstrate church

growth through personal involvement in effective evangelistic
outreach.

This tends to take the pressure off of the pastor Hho

otherwise 1-iould struggle vJi. th his own lack of concrete contribution
to the church grot,;th process.

And it is the conviction of this

writer that all pastors, and for that matter all Christians, must
involve themselves in effective personal evangelism.
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And second, the pastor can actively apply both the body
ministry principle and the multiple staff principle in his ministry.
When the pastor truly believes that the ministry of the body is
shared among all its members, he can then face squarely into the
evaluation process ,,1_ th the confidence that all of those who contribute
to the analysis of results are likewise responsible for the church's
growth (or lack of it).
Church leadership must regularly evaluate ministry effort in
order to obtain optimal results.

All too often leaders switch from

one pro gram of ministry to a.'1other without ever seeking to grasp the
dynamics of success and failure.

It is almost as if furious activity

is the goal rather than ministering redemptively.

This makes the

evaluation process all the more significant in terms of its
application to the Church today.
The six: pr-inciples listed in this chapter comprise those
concepts necessary
techniques.

for the incorporation of sound management

Together 1-lith the principles detailed in chapters two

through five these are the
gro>.-·th.

necessa~;

concepts for axiomatic church

'I'he fo lloi-Jing chapter presents an overall summary of the

principles as well as the answers to the questions proposed in this
paper's preface.

Chapter 9
A SUMHARY OF FINDINGS

The purpose of this paper as stated in its preface is to
attempt to ans,.;er seven questions concerning church groHth.

The

answers to these questions have been sought primarily through
original research involving the responses the 1-lFf.fC staff gave to a
nineteen page church growth questionnaire.

In addition this research

has been augmented by the resources listed in the bibliography of
this paper.
It is appropriate at this point, then, to re-state those
questions and surnmarize briefly their amn.Jers.

The author of this

paper recognizes t.hat these answers reflect his theological disposition and personal bias regarding the concepts at hand, although
it is believed by this writer that such prejudices have been held
sufficiently at bay to alloiv the empirical findings of the questionnaire to speak for themselves.
Accordingly, the seven answers are nm.; presented i-Ii th the
confidence that they are indeed answers.

In order to fascilitate

their presentation, however, the questions and their ans\.;ers are
divided under three general rubrics "The Identification and
Application of Church Grovrth Principles,

11

liThe Identification and

Application of Church Growth Leadership Qualities, 11 and "The
Identification and Resolution of Two Church Growth Issues • 11
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PRINCIPLE IDENTITICATION AL'JD TI1PLL'1ENTATION

1'-.ro questions are subsumed under this category.
11

The first is

What are the church growth principles?" and the second is

11

How can

these principles oe implimented for growth ? 11
The answer to the first question is the main area of attention
for this paper;

it is discussed throughout the entire body of this

paper, and its answer is inherent within that discussion.

It should

be noted in particular that this writer has sought to grasp the
church growth principles in use at the WFMC from the viewpoint of that
church's staff.

The staffs responses to this question are presented

in the first section of this paper as well as in this paper's first
appa~dix.

In addition these principles are presented in an axiomatic

form in the second section of this paper as >vell as in an annotated
list in this paper's second appendix.

A brief outline of the

a.x:i.omatized principles is included here for the purpose of summarization.
I.

Four Presuppositions Which Underlie Church Growth (pg.

38-46)

A.

.The assertion of the T,{esleyan-Ar:nenian position (pg. 40-41)

B.

The assertion that Christ must build His Church (pg. 41-43)

C.

The assertion that Christians are ordained to spiritual
and numerical success (pg. 43-44)

D.

The assertion that church
.

un~versa

II.

grow~h

principles are

l ( pg • .44-~o
},!')

Principles Dealing with the Implementation of the Great
Commission (pg. 47-58)
A.

The harvest principle (pg. 48-52)
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III.

IV.

V.

52-5J)

B.

The reality principle (pg.

C.

The manbershi9 principle (pg. 53-54)

D.

The methodology principle (pg. 54-58)

Principles Dealing with the Ifl..fluence of Leadership (pg. 59-71)
A.

The catalyst principle (pg. 59-65)

B.

The shepherd principle (pg. 66-67)

C.

The sanctification principle (pg. 67-71)

Principles Dealing with the Involve:cr:ent of the Laity (pg. 72-80)
A.

The discipleship principle (pg. 72-76)

B.

The body ministry principle (pg. 76-77)

C.

The fellovTShip principle (pg. 77-80)

Principles Dealing with the Investment of Effort in
Meeting Needs (pg. 81-85)

V1.

A.

The redemptive balance principle (pg. 81-82)

B.

The follow through principle (pg. 82-85)

Principles Dealing with the Incorporation of

Solli~d

Manage.rnent Techniques (pg. 86-96)

Th~

A.

The priority principle (pg. 86-88)

B.

The multiple staff principle (pg. 88-91)

C.

The authority principle (pg. 91-92)

D.

The communication principle (pg. 92-93)

E.

The task principle (pg. 9J-94)

F.

The evaluation principle (pg. 94-96)

an::n.;er to the question "Hhat are the church gro>-rth

principles? 11 cannot be simply stated, the.11.

However, an answer to

this question would be the eighteen principles identified 1,-ri. thin the
body of the preceding outline.
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The answer to the question

11 How

can these principles be

implemented for growth? 11 could be given as "Apply the eighteen
identified church gro\v-th principles. 11

This is admittedly a large

task and a response which misses completely the
pra@natics of a truly useful answer.

11 where

do I begin"

Therefore, the advice of Pastor

George N. Delamarter is given here for those who might w"ish to know
where to start.
Pastor Delamarter suggested that he would begin by presenting
the Great Commission at every opportunity until his church was
thoroughly saturated rN.Lth all aspects of its teaching and implication.
Next, he would place a high priority on actually demonstrating the
application of the Great Commission within his own life through
personal evangelism and discipleship;

without this demonstration the

preaching and teaching lacks tangible authority.

Then, he -w-ould train

a man within the congregation to do evangelism and discipleship

~~til

that man was able to likew"ise train others and ultimately spearhead
the outreach ministry.

After this he would give attention to the

further development of multiple staff.
This, then, is how Pastor Delamarter would begin to implement
church growth principles.
CI1URCH GROWTH LEADERSHIP
Three questions fall under the area of personal qualities of
leadership.

The first is nis it necessary to be a charismatic leader

in order to bring about church growth?"

The second is "what are the

necessar'J qualities of leadership in order to bring about church
growth?"

And the third is 'lean any leader who desires to do so exhibit
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the necessary leadership qualities in order to bring about church
gro1rth? 11
It must be admitted before the ans11ers to these questions are

;iven that leadership is assumed to play a significant part in promating growth

~~thin

the local church.

This is not to say that

church growth cannot occur without the appropriate pastoral leadership, but church growth is infinitely easier under such leadership.
Hust the pastor, then, be charismatic (in the sense of a
strong natural leader who displays a magnetic personality) in order

to lead his church into growth?
In a word the answer is

11

No. 11

Charismatic leadership has both strengths and weaknesses to
it, but it is not necessary to possess such personal attributes in
order to lead a church into growth.
field give

a~ple

Numerous books in the management

evidence that the necessary skills to lead organi-

zations into growth (including churches) are both idantifiable and
learnable.
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Since this is true it is appropriate to identify just what the
necessary qualities of leadership are in order to bring about church
growth.

These qualities are identified and described •..ri thin the body

of this paper in the section covering the catalyst principle, the
shepherd principle, and the sanctification principle.
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Additional

insight into this area is also gained from the principles which deal
1OJ
.
with the incorporation of sound. managemenv+ t ec hnlques.

' . th'lS
Agaln

answer tends to be less concise than might be desired, and a
simple answer is suggested:

Effective church growth leadership must

be Spirit filled, visionary, and vigorous in terms of fulfilling the
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Great Commission.

Such leadership qualities are necessary in order

to bring about church growth.

The final question which needs to be answered is

11

Can any

leader who desires to do so exhibit the necessary qualities in order

to bring about church grm.rth? 1'
11

And the answer to this question is

Yes. 11
Every individual in the Body of Christ can and should be

filled vii th the Spirit;
.
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b e 1levers.

this is the Scriptural command for all

And to be visionary is merely a matter of actually

believing Scripture, while

v~gor

in fulfilling the Great Commission

is simply applying the Scriptural mandate to personal existence.
Admittedly, some personalities tend toHard enthusiasm and on
the surface may seem more dynamic and visionary than the quieter,
less outgoing type.

Nontheless, there is significant evidence that

dynamic, successful leaders come from every area of personality disposition, and the argument that

11 I

don't have the right personality

to oe a church grm-;th leader" simply does not hold water.
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.--

Any

individual who is filled with the Spirit and who is ,,,n lling to study
and apply successful leadership skills t.Ji thin his ovm ministry can
serve effectively as a church grow-th leader.
TWO CHURCH GRO\-i"TH ISSU:SS

TIJO questions which tend to be problematic for church t,"!'O'.-ith
are

11

Is there a need for spiritual gifts in order to have shurch

growth?'' and

11

Is it necessa!"J to have a

11

uniqueH pastor as the leader

at a particular church in order to have growth?u
In terms of the latter question it

~uuld

seem that the only
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unique characteristics a pastor must

p~ssess

life to a particular area of ministry.

is God's calling on his

The question naturally arises,

however, in terms of Pastor George N. Delamarter:

Hould the church

grow w"i thout him, and is he really necessary for the "\tJF1'1C to gro1v?
It is obvious that Pastor Delamarter has made a significant
contribution to the IVFMC growth trend, and it is equally obvious that
it would take a man exactly like him to accomplish exactly the same
things.

However, this does not mean that other men could not achieve

similar results.

The only truly unique

cont~~bution

which any man

makes to the ministry is his Willingness to be used of God for His
purposes.

wny, then, do some men achieve such glorious success and

others seemingly accomplish nothing?
It 1rould be tempting to suggest that the ansHer to this
question lies within the sovereignty of God, and let it go at that.
This i.;ri ter, hovTever, is convinced that God has ordained Christians
to both spiritual and numerical success;

C'Od has not ordained some

to failure, and this applies especially to the fulfilling of the
Great Commission through church groHth.

God is not capriciously

seated in heaven as a cosmic pupeteer Hho dangles men over the firey
pits of failure, Hhimsically letting some fall into the morass of
spiritual ineffectiveness.

Rather, God has established that all Hho

1-lill, shall reap the fruits of spiritual and nUi1Jerical success in the
building of His kingdom.

Christians are born to reproduce, and Cod

has not established that any should be spiritually impotent.
The hard, cold reality of why some succeed and some fail as
church growth pastors is really that some choose to fail.
individuals failure is less costly than success.

For these

Success requires the
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consecration of the total man on the alter;

But failure allows one to cling to

truly living sacrifice of self.
self;

success requires the

failure allows one to avoid self exposure and to keep the

"withered hand of faith" hidden.

But only when the w"Ould be leader is

willing to expose his "withered hand of fai th 11 and reach out to Christ
for healing can that man fully be used to achieve the victory in life
that God has ordained for him.
vmat is really unique about Pastor

Delam~rter,

then?

Nothing more than is unique about most men, except that Pastor
Delamarter has reached out his
made it r,.;hole.

11

>-Tithered hand of faith" and Christ has
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What about the other question introduced in this section;

is

there a need for spiritual gifts in order to have church growth?
From a purely biblical standpoint the answer to this question is clearly
"Yes, the operation of the spiritual gifts is necessary to a11y healthy
body. 111 07. From a more empirical standpoint, however, this
writer was surprised to discover the low emphasis placed on spiritual
gifts within the 1.vlr1C.

There was not a positive correlation between

the congregation's awareness of spiritual gifts and the growth which
they experienced.

Rather, growth took place without significant

membership implementation of spiritual gifts.

To say this reveals

only part of the picture, however.
The over.-lhel.'Tling majority of growth at the 1d"FMC is attributable
to the direct efforts of staff members.

In other words the bulk of

the recorded gro-w-th came through men (the staff) who were aware of
their spiritual gifts, and who sought to minister through them.
In addition, there is beginning at the 1,v'FNC a strong effort to
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correct the lack of knowledge and training Hithin the body concerning
the use of spiritual gifts for ministry.
actualized within the

ma~bership

And when this training is

the true impact of spiritual gifts

upon the growth picture should be much more visible.

Even at this

point, ho1.;ever, it is reasonable to assert that spiritual gifts have
had a significant impact upon 'i'I'FMC growth.

Conclusion
The study of church gro-w-th principles in operation at HFNC
has given this writer a dazzling vision of what can be accomplished
through faithful application of the Great Commission to the leadership and membership of a church.

It is like climbing to the top of

a to1vering mountain peak and, once having experienced the ex..,ilaration
of such height, being spoiled for anything less.
In a similar fashion this rtJriter senses that he is "spoiled"
for anything less than personal internalization and application of
the Great Commission through the utilization of effective church
growth principles.
stagnation;

To settle for less vlOuld be to accept spiritual

only effective church growth will satisfy the passion

kindled for the fulfilLment of the Great Commission.
The implementation of these principles becomes, then, axiomatic
for this writer's. continued

minist~J.

expression of axiomatic church growth.
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And this is the ultimate

Appe.11dix
A SURVEY OF CHURCH GROH'TH FACTORS AT \lFHC

Instructions:

Please answer this survey on an individual basis without

seeking input from other individuals or sources.
here is your personal evaluation.
"your" answer:

ltihat is important

The questions seek to dra1v from you

Hhether or not this ans-w-er is trright 11 in an absolute

sense is not an issue.
Total Survey:
Section I':
1.

Suggested time limi t-2 hours and ten minutes.

Suggested time limit- 35 minutes.

1·'lhat are the five most important church growth principles in use

at HFf,!C, principles ivhich have directly affected the growth pattern?
a)

Commitment to fulfilling the Great Commission through
evangelism and discipleship.

b)

Determination to order priorities in accord with the church's
stated purpose for being.

c)

Leadership philosophy 'lvhich emphasizes a "needs oriented"
ministr'J.

d)

The co-ordinated efforts of an adequate multiple staff.

e)

Quality leadership Nhich is

11 visionary,

Spirit filled, and

Vigorous.
f)

Effective communication--especially between staff
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m~~bers.
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g)
2.

A loving/accepting fellowship.

List the three greatest Heaknesses in the ·dFHC ministry in the

spaces provided.
a)

Circle the phrases which best descrije the problem.

minor problem
average

It

serious

II

First, lay involvement needs to be increased.

Second, a more efficient and more effective
co-ordination of the staff needs to be implimented.
solution very likely

c)

If

likely

ff

unlikely

minor problem

Third, a more comprehensive

progra~

and policy

average

If

needs to be undertaken in terms of assimi-

serious

ff

lating neH me.rnbers ';Ji. th heterogeneous theological oack grounds.

solution very likely

c)

ff

likely

If

unlikely

minor problem

Fourth, more attention needs to be given to

average

If

augmenting com:nunication between the

serious

II

ship and the congregation.

leader~

solution very likely

J.

ff

likely

It

unlikely

Assign the numbers one thru seven to the following list and thereby
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indicate the relative importance of each principle in terms of its
influence on church gro"lvth at \·JFNC.
Princinle:
a)

11

':iFHC grows because it has •••• 11

Value ( 1-7)

The proper balance of the dynamic relationship
4
.....
.....

betHeen celebration, congregation, and cell.
b)

Priori ties arranged in biblical order.

c)

A pastor (senior) Hho is a possibility thinker and
whose dynamic leadership has been used to catalyze
the

d)

a~tire

2

church into action for growth.

A church large enough to provide the range of services that meet the needs and expectations of its

6
.....

members.
e)

A membership dravm primarily from one homogeneous

7
.....

unit.
f)

Evangelistic methods that have been proved to make

J
.....

disciples.
g)

A well-mobilized laity vrhich has discovered, has
developed and is using all the spiritual gifts for

.....
~

]

growth.
4.

Are any of the seven principles listed in question three
not significant in accounting for church grow-th at

~dFHC?

Please list the principle's identifying letter and give
a brief explanation of your reasoning.
Exnlanation

Identifying letter
e
.....
.....

The staff indicates that this principle is,
in their opinion, non-functional within their
church.

No conscious effort is made to reach
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indiViduals Hho are homogeneous to the member-

.....

ship, and in addition the membership contains

.....
.....
.....
5.

individuals whose backgrounds are broadly
heterogeneous •

Rate the following list of principles in terms of their affect on
church gr01rt.h at

~lFHC.

Assign to each a value ranging from one

thru ten (one represents "no -positive affect on church growth,

11

five/six represents "a moderate positive affect on church growth,"
and ten represents "a strong positive affect on church growth 11 ) .
Princiole
a)

Rating

the direction of the church body is determined by
leadership

b)

~(ample,

.9.4
....

not by the vocal ministry.

church growth is accomplished thru co-ordinated effort
within a clearly defined "chain of command":

if every-

.?.8
....

one is in charge, no one is in charge.
c)

church growth is accomplished by dividing the task

.8.0
....

into manageable steps.
d)

church

gro~.;th

is progressively more likely as an ever

greater percentage of the "body" realizes that they are
ordained to both spiritual and numerical success.
e)

church growth becomes possible when the "body" has a
clear idea of where they are in terms of membership
and >-There the Lord is leading them in terms of membership increases.

f)

statistics are crucial to church grm~~h:

you've got

to have an accurate accounting of membership gains and

.?.5
....
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5.

(continued) - Section I.
Princiole

Rating

losses as well as an "eye" to 1.;hat causes both.

.7.1
....

g) church growth is accomplished thru a mooilized laity
Hho are aware of their spiritual gifts and who are
trained to use these gifts for effective ministry.

.....

h) church groHth becomes possible vihen the leadership
leads by example rather than by pushing (shepherding,

8.9

not ranching.)
i) the

11

body" must be commited to winning individuals

(one at a time), rather than to a nebulous concept of

.e.6
....

gro-vrth.
j) if the leadership of the body is out w~nning souls,

then it is not necessary for the rest of the body to
become actively involved in draidng those outside of

.s
.1....

the body into membership.
k) the potential for church growth increases in

11

mul ti-

plied ministry" situations (the church leadership
invests its efforts into a few faithful men who in
turn invest their lives into a few faithful men).

9.J

l) potential for church growth increases in direct
proportion to the leadership's commitment to Christ.

.8.6
....

m) church groHth potential increases as every person
in the body grasps the "harvest principle":
got to get the

11

seed 11 to the soil and the

11

you've
scythe 11 to

the harvest (those who need to be saved must be
reached outside of the church building).

.9oS
....
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5.

(continued) - Section I.
Principle
n)

Ratine:

church growth potential increases as every person
in the body is led to understand that they are

.8.9
.....

witnesses.
o)

Church growth potential increases as the body grasps
the concept that every person has a vital role to
play in the overall harvest (and correspondingly
that each gifted area is as important to the body's
growth as the others).

p)

churches groH as they find needs and fill them.

q)

churches grmv under the charismatic leadership of

.8.0
.....

pastors who are strong motivators.
r)

church

gro~~h

.8.4
.....
.9.1
.....

principles are guiding concepts which

help leadership to choose programs effective in
bringing about the desired growth:

for this reason

pro grams vary with the needs of the community to be
reached, but the principles are universal.
s)

.9-J
.....

the key to church groHth is Spirit filled pastors
who lead their congregations into Spirit filled
ministr-.t.

t)

.8.6
.....

individuals may be vron to Christ thru appropriate
evc. l1gelistic outreach, but true church gro1..;th is
not achieved until those 1·rho are •..;on are discipled
into a commited relationship to both Christ and the
local church body.

.8.6
.....
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S.

(continued) - Section I.
Principle
u)

Rating

the key to church grovrth is essentially this:
sinner won 1 t come, so >ve must go ......o

v)

'

the

.

9.0

n~m.

in order to have church growth a pastor must have
11

the right 11 leadership personality:

-vd. thout this

even church gro1-rth principles won 1 t help.
1:l)

in order for church gro1-rth principles to operate
within a church there must be present the necessary
spiritual gifts (evangelism, leadership, etc.).

x)

church growth is only possible uhen the

11

right 11

.1.....J

socioeconomic conditions are present.

6.

List the letters corresponding to the five most important principles (in terms of their impact at viFif:C)
described in question five.
t

Section II.
1.

v

Suggested time limit-25 minutes.

<'1hat are the tHo main spiritual gifts of each of these men?

1

a)

George Delamarter:

prophecy and exhortation

b)

Phil i3rooks:

mercy and teaching or serving

c)

Hillet Bo>verman

a~~ortation

d)

Greg JvicPherson

administration and exhortation

e)

Zane Paltz

administration and leading

f)

J:on Kellogg

giving and mercy

g)

Tom Black

evangelism and prophecy or exhortation
or teaching

h)

Dan Hibbet

teaching and exhortation

and mercy
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i)
2.

Steve Delamarter

teaching a11d administration

Indicate on a scale of one to ten (one represents
five/six represents "moderately aware,

11

11

not aware,

rr

and ten represents "very

aware") the degree to which these men are aware of the gifts that
you claim for them.
Ratin~

Name

3.

9.5
......

a)

George Delaznarter

b)

Phil 3rooks

c)

Hi Uet Bowerman

6.9
......

d)

Greg HcPherson

8.6
......

e)

Zane Paltz

f)

Don Kellogg

g)

Tom Black

h)

Dan Hibbet

i)

Steve

9.6
••• 0 ••

8. 1
......

7.8
......
9.)
......
6.6
......

Dela~arter

8.4
......

Indicate on a scale of one to ten the degree to Nhich these
spiritual gifts are "the keysrr (that is, the main tools) of
their ministry.
repres~~t

Use one to represent a lm.r degree, and ten to

a high degree.

Name

Rating

9.0

a)

George Delamarter

b)

Phil Brooks

c)

Hillet Bowerman

d)

Greg l1cPherson

e)

Zane Poltz

f)

Don Kellogg

7.9
......
7.6
......

g)

Tom Black

9.0
......

8.6
......
8.4
......
8.9
......
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J.

(continued) - Section II.
Name

4.

h)

Dan Hibbet

i)

Steve Delamarter

Rating

8.6
......

To Hhat degree are the following individuals necessary to the
successful operation of church grmrth principles at \•/FHC (in other
'fiOrds would the church growth principles not operate as effectively
without the ministry of these individuals)?

Use ''one 11 to

indicate a low degree, and "ten" to indicate a high degree.
Name

")•

Rating

......

a)

George Delamarter

b)

Phil Brooks

All staff members were

c)

\·fillet Bmverman

considered necessary for

d)

Greg HcPherson

e)

Zane Paltz

f)

Don Kellogg

g)

Tom Black

h)

Dan Hibbet

i)

Steve Delamarter

......
......
......
......
......
......

successful operation of the
principles, though some
were rated higher than others
(numerical ratings w~thheld
in order to protect staff
mutual esteem).

To what degree are the follo>-.'ing spiritual gifts necessary for the
successful operation of church grmrth principles at w'F11C?
"one" to indicate a low degree,

11

Use

five/six 11 to indicate a moderate

degree, and "ten" to indicate a high degree on a scale from one to
ten.
Soiritual Gift
a)

prophecy

b)

teaching

Rating

9.6
......
9.1
......
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5.

6.

(continued) - Section II.
S,Eiritual Gift

Rating

c)

evangelism

9.3
......

d)

exhortation

8.J
......

e)

a -wurd of knowledge

f)

a w'Ord of Hisdom

g)

tongues

h)

interpretation

i)

faith

j)

healings

k)

discerning of spirits

l)

helps

5. 1
......
6.1
......
8.0
......

m)

leadership

9.8
......

n)

mercy

o)

giving

5.J
......
5.9
......
1.0
......
1 .o
......
?.9
......

8.J
......
8.4
......

To what degree (on a scale from one to ten where one represents
"a low degree") do you believe there is an overall correlation
between the effective use of spiritual gifts and the successful
implementation of church growth principles?

7.

Do you believe spiritual gifts are necessary in order to irnple :nent
church growth principles successfully?

Explain why briefly.

Seven of the eight respondents reasoned that the successful
functioning of spiritual gifts, at least to a small degree, is a
necessary ·condition for the successful operation of church gro1rth
principles.

The one dissenting vote reasoned that the principles

could be operated successfully by virtually anyone, but that the
efficient use of gifts made the process vastly easier.
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8.

1

.-ihat percentage of the body at \v'FMC are at..rare of their primary

spiritual gifts 'r

9.

\fnat percentage of the body at

~vFMC

are actively imple:nenting

their prilna!"'IJ spiritual gifts in Jili.'1istrJ for the church?
10.

20. 6;h

Distribute the \{F'MC membership (in terms of percentages) into
the follm,'"ing categories:
Category
a)

Percentage

those rtJho are not active in significant ministry

79.4
.........

thru the use of their spiritual gifts:
b)

those vTho are actively excercising the spiritual

6.8
.........

gift of evangelism:
c)

those who are actively excercising spiritual

1J.S
.........

gifts other than evangelism:

1 oo;k

Total:
11.

Indicate on a scale of one to ten (where one represents
11

ineffective 11 ) how effective 1. IF'!'-'lC is in making its members
1

aware of their spiritual gifts.
12.

4.9

Indicate on a scale of one to ten (where one represents
11

ineffective 11 ) how effective ~v"'B~C is in training its

members to use their spiritual gifts for ministry.
Section III:
1.

4.1

Suggested time limit-15 minutes.

Indicate the strength (using a scale from one to ten where one
represents

11

very weak") of the following individual's commitment to;
Commitment Area

Name

a)

Christ

George Delamarter: ••••.•

1iJ"FMC

Pastor D.

l,ffl1C Staff as a 1.fficle

......... .................... .
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1.

(continued) - Section III.
Comrni tment Area
:Name

2.

Christ

HFHC

..... ....
• • • • ....
..... ....
..... • •••

Pastor D.

WFHC Staff as a whole

......... .......................

a)

George Delamarter:

b)

Phil Brooks:

c)

1/lillet Bowerman:

d)

Greg IvfcPherson:

e)

Zane Foltz:

Data not released in order to

f)

Don Kellogg:

protect staff mutual esteem.

g)

Tom Black:

h)

Dan Hibbet:

i)

Steve Delamarter:

•

......... .......................
......... .......................
......... .......................

..... .... ......... ···•·•·••······•··•·•··
..... .... .........
..... .... ......... .......................
••••••••••••••• 0

•••••••

Indicate the strength (using a scale from one to ten where one
represents "very weak 11 ) of the following individual's commitment to
personal ministry thru the use of their spiritual gifts:
Name

J.

Ratin~

a)

George Dela1na:-ter:

8.6
........

b)

Phil Brooks:

8.6
........

c)

~·Ji llet

d)

Greg I1cPherson:

e)

Zane Poltz;

f)

Don Kellogg:

g)

Tom Black:

h)

Dan Hibbet:

i)

Steve Delamarter:

cO Herman:

8.1
........

• • So6• • •

7-9
........
8.1
........
8.7
........
?.7
........
8.2
........

Indicate the degree of correlation on a scale of one to ten
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J.

(continued) - Section III.
("one" represents a very weak correlation) between church
growth at \-JFHC and the collective commitment of the staff to:
Commitment Area
a)

a personal relationship with Christ

b)

';JFNC as "their" church

c)

Pastor D. as God 1 s "man in char ge 11

d)

mutual support of each individual staff member

e)

ministry thru spiritual gifts

f)

training the church members to use their gifts

g)

investing their lives in a fet·J faithful men who tvill

h)
4.

Rating

.......
9.6
......
,,
9 ......
......
7.7
......
6.6
......

in turn invest their own lives •••• (discipleship)

8.5
......

personal evangelism

8.8
.......

Ansi-rer the follov.ring questions "true" or "false" and then
briefly explain your answer:

11

As for me personally I

believe God has called me specifically to minister at
WFNC, and I idll minister there until I retire."

true

All except one staff member indicated the belief that C-od called
them to ministry at the Henatchee Free Hethodist Church, and with
the negative response it 1-.:as indicated that the phrase "until I
retire 11 was objectionable.
"I w-ill minister at 1.-.J'FM.C so long as Pastor George Delam.arter is
the senior pastor, a...nd then it just depends."

false

Strong support was given Pastor George Delamarter as God's chosen
man for the senior pastor post, but all respondents noted that
Pastor George Delam.arter -w·as not the determining factor in terms
of their choice of church in which to minister.
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Section IV:
1.

Suggested time limit-10 minutes.

To what degree (on a scale of one to ten 1.;here "one" represents
"no affect, 11 "five/six" represents a "a moderate affect,

11

and

"ten" represents "a very strong affect") has Pastor D's overall
ministry affected the church growth at \·JFNC?
2.

8.9

To t<That degree (using the "IV: 1" rating scale of one to ten)
is Pastor D. the primary motivating force for church growth at

8. 3

1t/FHC7

J.

What affect v.rould the removal of Pastor D. from iiDIC and the
subsequent replacement of him with a much less charismatic and
gifted man have on church growth at 1.-JFHC (use a scale of one to
ten where

11

one" represents "a strongly negative affect,

six 11 represents "no affect,
positive affect")?
4.

11

11

11

five/

and "ten" represents "a strongly

J .4

Name the three most important qualities a man \-rould need to have
in order to replace Pastor D. and maintain his success in church
growth at i'JFNC.
a)

Commitment to fulfilling the Great Commission through
eva~gelism

b)

and discipleship.

A capacity for motivational leadership which includes administrative expertise and a willingness to share both authority
and respondsibility.

c)

These three areas received equal support:
i)
ii)
iii)

vision,
strong pulpit ministry,
and depth of personal relationship to God.
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5.

J,'fnat is the greatest single contribution that Pastor D. has made
to your life?
Four i terns were mentioned by the staff:

6.

1)

he is a personal example of a man in earnest for God.

2)

he motivates his men to likewise oe in earnest for God.

J)

he lo~~ngly confronts his staff on their weaknesses.

4)

he sees potential in his men.

\·fuat is it about Pastor D. that enables him to coiTL.rnand the loyalty

of his staff so that they work

~~th

him rather than against him?

Two qualities were strongly supported by the staff:
1)

he is completely commited to Godly, Spirit filled leadership.

2)

he is a man 1-;ho excercises integrity in his relationships-his staff believes that he has their best interest at heart,
that he truly loves them, and that he is honestly transparent
before them.

In short Pastor George N. Delamarter is trust-

w-orthy.
Section V:
1.

Suggested time limit-10 minutes.

Underline one i tern in each of the following groups which best
describe the

11

average 11 church member at \v"FMC:

a)

Caucasian, Oriental, Negro, Chicano, other.

o)

has not completed high school, a high school ~raduate, a
college graduate, a graduate

i~"ith

an advanced degree.

c)

single, married, married >dth children.

d)

20 to 29 years old, JO to '39 years old, 40 to 49 years old,
50 to 59 years old, 60 to senior citizen.

e)

unemployed, a "blue collartr worker, a "white collar" worker.
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1.

(continued)- Section V.
f)

earns $5-10 thousand/per yr., earns $10-15 thousand/oer yr.,
earns ~15-20 thousand/per yr., earns ~20 thousand ~~d up/per yr.

2.

'.<Jbat percentage of the membership at
(as described in

J.

11

\~FHC

is comprised of

11

averagell

V: 1) church members?

Distribute the church membership at HFNC into the follovd.ng
categories by percentage (use the average arrived at in
Category

11 V:

1&2):

Percent Distribution

55

a)

"average 11 church members

b)

those who are fairly similar to the

c)

those who are a little similar to the

d)

those i.;ho are not at all similar to the

11

average"
11 average 11
11

average 11

20
.......
13
.......
12

Total

Section
1.

VI:

Suggested time limit-15 minutes.

Distribute by hours your average weekly schedule into the follo-,.r.i.ng:
Categories

Av. Hrs./~v'k.

?.5

a)

devotional time including prayer

b)

time i.JOrking/fellowshipping with Pastor D.

2.5
......
.

c)

time working/felloi.;shipping with "the staff"

6.0
.......

d)

time in personal evangelism (soul winning)

.......

e)

time in discipling others (include counseling)

f)

time in administration

g)

time in preaching/teaching and musical ministry

h)

personal time in fellowship/ recreation i'li th your
Hife ( 11 NA" if not married)

i)

personal time in fellowship/recreation with your

•• 0

•

•••

1J.O
.......
15.5
.......
4.0
.......

9.0
.......
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1.

(continued) - Section VI.

I

Categories

Av. Hrs • Hv...

6.5
.......

childre.n ( "NA" if no children at home)
2.

Do you have a well defined list of long term (10 to 20 years)
goals (ansv1er "yes" or "no")?

J.

( 6 out of 8 were 11 no 11 ) .

no

Could you list these goals now· ( 11 yes" or

11

no 11 )?

_..;.;n;.;;.o_ _

(5 out of 8 vrere "no").

4.

Do you have a i-Jell defined list of goals for the next ten years
(

5.

11

yes 11 or

11

no 11 )

(5 out of 8 w·ere yes).

yes

•

Could you list these now ("yes" or

11

no 11 )?

yes

(6 out of

8 ivere "yes").

6.

Can you list the main goals you have accomplished so far this

year ( 11 yes 1' or "no")?

7.

9.

10.

(8 out of 8 were yes).

Can you list the major goals you have accomplished so far this

week ( 11 yes 11 or

8.

yes

11

no 11 )?

yes

(8 out of 8 were "yes").

Hhat are your personal priorities?
1•

C-od

2.

trife

J.

family

4.

church

\;'hat are your professional priorities?
1•

staff

2.

program

J.

ministry in general

4.

preparation for ministry

What is the "purpose" (the reason for being) of the \ffl1C?
11

Haking Christ known to all persons--loving them, lifting them,
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10.

(continued) - Section VI.
winning them, discipling them, presenting them whole to Christ. 11

( 6 out of 8 of the staff quoted this--the church's statement of
purpose--perfectly;
11.

\~bat

the other quoted it in part).

is your "purpose" in life?

1.

to glorify God

2.

to raise up Christian leaders through 1<linning and discipling
others

12.

To what degree (on a scale of one to ten where
11

11

one 11 represents

a low degree of correlation") is there a correlation between your

ministry at wBfC and the stated purpose of the HFHC?
13.

11

To what degree ( on a scale of one to ten T..rhere
"a

lo1.;

9.1

one 11 represents

degree of correlation") is there a correlation between your

r:linistry at "HFMC and your stated personal purpose?
14.

To what degree (on a scale of one to ten 1.;here
11 a

lo1.;

11

one 11 represents

degree of satisfaction," "five/six represents

of satisfaction," and

11

ten 11 represents

11

8.8

11

a moderate degree

a high degree of satisfaction 11 )

do you have a sense of job satisfaction in terms of your contribution
to church growth at HFMC?
15.

9.2

To r,.;hat degree (using the scale for "VI:14 11 ) do you have an overall
sense of job satisfaction at \1i"FHC?

Section VII:
1.

8.9

Suggested time limit-15 minutes.

To what degree (on a scale of one to ten vJhere "one 11 represents
"uncomfortable,"

11

five/six" represents "comfortable, 11 and

11

ten 11

represen.ts "very comfortable") are you comfortable sharing your
11 innerroost

self"

1vi th

Pastor D?

7. 9
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2.

To what degree (on a scale of one to ten vrhere

11

one 11 represents

"a very limited sharing") does Pastor D. share his

innermost self"

7.6

with you?

3.

11

Ho1-J effective is your level of communication rtJith the follmdng
people (use a scale of one to ten where "one'' represents "ineffective''):
Rating

Name

4.

George Delamarter

b)

Phil Brooks

c)

l:li llet Bm.;erman

d)

Greg HcPherson

e)

Zane Pol tz

f)

Don Kellogg

......
......
......
......

g)

Tom Black

......

h)

Dan Hibbet

i)

Steve Delamarter

j)

the ~v"FHC 11 body"
(as a whole)

The individual ratings

......
......
......

varied, but all responses
\-Jere positive •

Numerical ratings 1-li. thheld in order to proteet staff mutual

How effective (on a scale of one to ten where
11

11 one 11

estee~.

represents

ineffective") is Pastor D. 1 s level of communication to:
Rating

Grouo

5.

......

a)

a)

the staff

b)

the HFHC

11

body 11

8.6
......
8.5
......

List the primary things done to make communication happen betHeen:
a)

b)

Pastor D. and you-

1.

personal appointments

2.

Pastor Delamarter 1 s integrity in relationships

( continueC. on next page)
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(continued) - Section VII.
b)

Pastor D. and the staff1.

staff meetings

2.

staff retreats

J.

personal meetings betl-Jeen Pastor Delarnarter and individual
staff me!nbers

c)

Pastor D. and the \v1MC "body"1.

his preaching

2.

his

~~rk

within the church leadership structure of official

board, pastor's cabinet, and committees

J.
d)

e)

his personal 1varmth and stated responsiveness to people

you and the staff1•

staff meetings

2.

staff retreats

J.

general availability for counsel and prayer

you and the WFHC

11

body 11 -

1.

performance of ministry area

2.

reports to the official board

J.

visibility at church functions and services

Section VIII:

Suggested time limit-5 minutes.

Complete the following statement as briefly as possible:
"It seems to me that the one most important factor that accounts for
the church
1.

gro~rth

at 11/FMC is ••••• "

the leadership's emphasis on fulfilling the Great Commission
through evangelism and discipleship

2.

the quality of leadership--visionary and vigorous

J.

biblically co-ordinated purpose, goals, and priorities

Appendix 2
AN ANNOTATED Sill'!MARY OF THE PRINCIPLES
This paper identifies four

presuppositio~2

and eighteen prin-

ciples utilized for growth by the 1-lenatchee Free Hethodist Church staff.
These twenty-twu concepts are listed below in the sequence in which
they appear in chapters three through eight.
FOLJR PRESUPPOSITIONS HRICH UNDERLIE CHURCH GROw'"TH
The first concepts to be dealt with are the presuppositions
upon which the church grovrth principles are based.

These four precepts

are explained in gr-eater de.tail in chapter three of this paper.
The \lies levan-Armenian Position
This theological position stresses both the sovereignty of
God and the free 1dll of man.

Man is seen as a free morai agent who

has both the capacity and the responsibility for accepting God's
gracious offer of salvation through Jesus Christ.

.In addition salvation

is seen as naturally leading to a life of Spirit enabled holiness.
The Resoonsibility for Building the Church
It is assumed that Christ must build His Church, and that man
of himself cannot.

This assertion dovetails w"i th the presupposition

which follows--the success o:f the venture--and balances it by placing the
burden for outreach results with Cod.

Believers are responsible for

obediently proclaiming the message of salvation, but Cod is responsible
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for the outcome.
The Success of the Venture
Church

gro\~h

presuppositions are seen in the light of the

manner in 1-lhich they relate to Kingdom growth.

The postulation at hand

simply asserts _that the results are assured--God has ordained Christians
to both spiritual and numerical success so long as they obediently
excercise \-lise stewardship of His

w~rd.

The Universality of Principles
Part of the wise stewardship of God's word is the direct application of spiritual concepts to the unique situations of real life.
And one of the most pragmatic utilizations of Scriptural precepts is
in the area of fulfilling the Great Commission.

These spiritual prin-

ciples are absolute, and they are in their utilitarian sense church
growth principles.

Accordingly, church growth principles are universal,

though their application varies according to the unique demands of the
particular situation.
T:-IE IMPLE1ENTATION OF THE GREAT CC}Jl'HSSION
Once the presuppositions which govern the church growth principles are identified, the matter of delineating the principles the.TJ!selves becomes the issue of concern.

These principles fall under five

general rubrics, the first of which focuses attention on principles
which impliment the Great Commission (see chapter four of this paper).
The Harvest Principle
The harvest principle asserts that the seed must be planted in
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the soil (not the soil in the seed), and the scythe must be applied to
the harvest (not the harvest to the scythe).

This describes metaphor-

ically the need of getting the Gnpel outside of the four walls of the
church building and into the homes of the non-believer.

In addition it

e.'llphasizes the need to get Christian >v"i tnesses into confronti ve one on
one situations Hi. th non-believers in such a fashion that the unsaved
individual is challenged effectively to receive Christ.
r.~e

Reality Principle
The reality principle simply asserts that church growth is not

accomplished through a nebulous concept of lvinning people, but rather
that Kingdom grotvth takes place when indh'"idual believers commit the.'11selves to going out and winning unbelievers to Christ one at a ......... me.
~

The reality principle is, then, the necessary first step \'l"hich "puts
wheels" to the harvest principle.

In other words church growth w-:i.ll

not be actualized until it is practiced through personal evangelism and
discipleship by those who desire it;

this is the reality principle.

The Nembershio Principle
This principle posits that church grow-th is not actualized until
those who are wun to Christ are actually won into membership within the
local church.

In other wurds Kingdom grow-th does not actually take

place until there is a commitment on the part of the believer to the
local church--Kingdom growth (Church grow-th) is church growth.
The Hethodolog,y Principle
The necessity of effective techniques (methods) of evangelism
and discipleship in order to bring about lasting church growth is

iJO
obvious.

Hethods must be evaluated, then, and they need to be selected

in terms of their positive impact on the six processes of· soil identification, bridge building, presenting the need, presenting the solution,
challenging for a decision, and discipleship.
THE INFLUENCE OF LEADERSHIP

Once the matter of implementing the Great Commission is firmly
grasped, the naxt matter of concern is the determination of those principles which deal v."i.th the influence of leadership.

This is discussed

in greater detail in chapter five of this paper.
The Catalvst

P~_nciole

The essential tenet of the catalyst principle is that effective
church growth leadership must operate as a change agent through which
the individuals who make up the local church move from a stance of
deficient involvement in the fulfillment of the Great Commission to a
process of efficient effort.

And in terms of this capacity for personal

vision, capacity for sharing the vision, and capacity for multiplying
the vision are the three necessary operants.

Perhaps the most signi-

ficant aspect of this principle is that all of these operants are
learnable.
The Shepherd Princinle
This principle asserts the need for pastoral leadership by
example.

Consequently, the pastor who -w-ould see his church grow must

himself demonstrate growth through effective evangelistic and discipling
practices.
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The Sanctification Principle
Effective church growth leadership comes through consecration

to Christ and empowerment for service by the Holy Spirit--this is the
crucial dynamic of the sanctification principle.
THE INVOLVENENT OF THE LAITY

There are three principles which describe the incorporation of
the laity in the fulfillment of the Great Commission.

They are

treated in greater depth in chapter six of this paper.
The DiscipleshiP PrinciPle
The discipleship principle asserts that lasting church growth
is accomplished through training disciple-making-disciples.

This is

brought about by the application of the precepts of personal involvement,
genuineness of relationship, and spiritual integration.
The Body

Minist~

Principle

This principle asserts that all members of the local congregation
are both called and spiritually equiped to minister in that body.

In

line with this churches grow when they challenge and train their
people to meaningful ministry for Christ.
The FellowshiP PrinciPle
It is an empirical truth that loving/accepting churches tend to
grow.

This principle proposes that the basis for building productive

fellowship is Ray Ortlund's cell/congregation/celebration model which
is itself an application of the concept that individuals are attracted

to churches where there are others !!just like themselves. 11
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THE INVESTI1ENT OF EFFORT IN HEETING NEEDS

There are two principles which give concreteness to the idea
of meeting needs and through this actualizing church growth.

These are

the rede.rnptive balance principle and the follow through principle, both
of which are delineated in chapter seven of this paper.
The Rede.rnotive Balance PrinciPle
The redemptive balance principle posits that the job of leadership is to concentrate the resources of the church into areas which
effectively meet the needs of those \vho will respond to Christ.
same time effort must be

expe.~ded

At the

to identify and cultivate relation-

ships with those individuals who are not currently responsive but who
may become responsive at a subsequent point in time.

In other words all

church effort should ultimately be redemptive.
The Follo"t-l Through Principle
The follow through principle reasons that effort expended in
meeting the needs of people is insufficient unless it leads to redemptive confrontation.
T1IE INCORPORATION OF SOUND l'T.ANAG:Ei'lENT TECHNIQUES

There are six principles which govern effective church growth
manage.-·ne.~t.

T.t1ey are the priority principle, the staff principle, the

authority principle, the communication principle, the task principle,
and the evaluation principle, all of which are discussed in greater
detail in chapter eight of this paper.

1JJ

The Prioritv PrinciPle
This principle asserts that all effort must be applied on a
prioritized basis

depa~dent

upon the contemplated action's relationship

to the church 1 s statement of purpose.

Consequently, optimal church

growth is related to the degree to 1-1hich leadership actualizes their
purpose for being in terms of properly prioritized goals which are
implemented through efficient planning.
The Multiple Staff Principle
The multiple staff principle reasons that churches grow as they
develop an adequate multiple staff.

This principle can be imple:nented

thru both trained lay members who assume full staff positions and thru
additional professional staff.
The Authority Principle
Multiple staff ministries mandate efficient authority structure
in order to optimize results.

As a result there is an authority prin-

ciple which asserts that leadership must realistically evaluate span of
centro 1 lim-itations and adequately administer the function of accountability in order to bring about lasting_ church gro-vrth.
The Communication Principle
This principle posits that church growth is li.11i ted by leadership ability to communicate effectively
tures.
good

w~thin

multiple staff struc-

This limitation need not hamper the man who does not possess

co~munication

skills, howeyer--such skills are learnable.

The Task PrinciPle
The task principle simply asserts that management objectives

1J4

must be broken down into manageable steps in order to adequately fulfill
organizational purpose.

Wise stewardship in the church growth area

calls for attention to this principle.
The Evaluation Princiole
The evaluation principle reasons that churches grow Hhen their
leaders perform prag,matic analysis on the overall ministr; effort, this
~~th

an eye to optimizing the ratio of results to effort.
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